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SUMMARY
Wind turbine performance is clearly affected by complicated environmental effects such
as atmospheric turbulence, ground boundary layer, and variation of free-stream wind di-
rection and amplitude. Since the main goal of a wind turbine is energy production, the
irregular nature of the wind is considered the main obstacle to a constant power output.
Sinusoidal modifications (i.e. tubercles) placed on the leading edge of wind turbine blades
seem to mitigate this problem by allowing the wind turbine to operate across a greater range
of wind speeds due to the generation of vortices which delay flow separation and improve
the aerodynamic performance in the post-stall regime.
The main objective of the present study is to give insights into the application of tu-
bercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades, specifically the NREL Phase VI wind
turbine, such that performance enhancement can be achieved. The main reason such a sim-
plified wind turbine has been considered, rather than a modern multi-megawatt machine, is
the availability of several experimental data from wind tunnel tests conducted at the NASA
Ames Research Center.
Tubercles are sinusoidal bumps located at the leading edge of a humpback whale’s flip-
per, which are able to improve flow attachment by acting like flow control devices similar
to vortex generators. This discovery was the starting point for the development of several
projects in the application of tubercles in different areas. Most of the previous studies fo-
cused attention on wings and how tubercles can improve their aerodynamic performance.
Recently, research has been extended to wind turbine blades, emphasizing how introducing
leading edge sinusoidal modifications in the blade design can improve the shaft torque in
the post-stall regime due to a working principle similar to vortex generators. In fact, tuber-
cles accelerate the flow at troughs where vorticity of alternate signs leads to counter-rotating
vortices which re-energize the boundary layer and delay flow separation. Unfortunately, the
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physical phenomenon behind tubercles is not entirely clear, and some researchers do not
agree with the basic idea that tubercles work like vortex generators.
In the present work, tubercles have been applied to the NREL Phase VI wind turbine
blade to study their effects on blade aerodynamics and wind turbine performance. In par-
ticular, tubercle effects on shaft torque and annual energy production (AEP) have been
analyzed; more specifically, tubercle amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise location (or
percentage of span covered) have been considered as design variables. Moreover, since the
physical phenomenon behind tubercles is still not fully clear, a physical analysis has been
conducted to understand their working principles and to compare the new findings with pre-
vious works. Since past research on wind turbine application considers random values of
tubercle amplitude and wavelength, in the present work a more systematic study has been
made by using a design of experiments (DoE) for the generation of tubercle configurations
to test by a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis.
In particular, the thesis research has been developed in three main phases. Firstly, am-
plitude and wavelength have been considered as two design variables for a Latin hypercube
DoE, and 20 blades have been generated. Then, since it has been observed that tubercles
on whale flippers are unevenly distributed and placed closer to the tip, only the tubercle
spanwise location has been varied, keeping fixed amplitude and wavelength. Finally, all
three design variables listed above (i.e. amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise location)
have been considered together in a 57-case hybrid DoE (Latin hypercube + full factorial).
All the blade geometries have been simulated by a three-dimensional CFD analysis, which
was embedded in a high-performance computing simulation framework made of a geome-
try creation code, a mesher, and a CFD solver. Results in terms of shaft torque and AEP
have been compared with the baseline turbine underlying the importance of tubercles es-
pecially in the off-design conditions, when the blade is fully stalled and characterized by a
strong spanwise flow, which is partially blocked by the streamwise vortices generated by
tubercles. The CFD results have been also used as training points for a surrogate model
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generation, which helps to identify the regions in the design space where the performance
improvement is relevant. In particular, tubercles seem to be beneficial in the design con-
dition when placed closer to the blade tip; in the off-design regime, they can be extended
from midspan to the blade tip that is considered the most influential area in the power gene-
ration. Values of tubercle amplitude and wavelength that positively affect the performance
have been also identified in a limited region of the design space, which varies depending





The global population is increasing day by day, and an intensive and uncontrollable de-
velopment of human civilization and industrialization has a negative impact on the envi-
ronment and energy resources. In order to prevent an energy crisis and to preserve the
planet, it is necessary to consider renewable and “clean” energy sources. The use of fossil
fuel based power plants is having negative effects on global warming and climate change;
therefore, most countries of the world have decided to adopt several measures to reduce
the level of atmospheric pollution [42, 61, 74]. At the beginning of the 20th century, the
increasing interest by governments in the “health” of our planet and in the necessity of
renewable energy sources permitted the re-emergence of wind as a significant source of
energy. Improvements in technology and wind turbine efficiency have led to a dramatic
reduction in the cost of wind energy since 1980 [12, 64], but other parameters, e.g., mean
wind speed and the related annual energy production (AEP), are fundamental in the wind
energy economy.
Since wind is a source easily available everywhere in the world, especially in some
areas such as coasts and oceans where the mean wind speed is very high and more suitable
for energy production (Fig.1.1), it will play a crucial role in the future energy supply [24].
In 2017, Asia-Pacific and China alone accounted for almost 47% of the total global inves-
tments in clean energy [45]. For eight years in a row, Asia was the largest regional market
in the world for new wind power development, and China maintaned the leadership positon
in terms of annual installations [45], followed by the United States and Germany (Fig.1.2).
From 2001 to 2017, there was a relevant increase in the global wind energy production
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Figure 1.1: Global mean wind speed at an altitude of 80 m. [43]
(Fig.1.3), and according to the Global Wind Energy Council, this positive trend will cha-
racterize all the regions of the world, as shown in the market forecast for 2017−2021 in
Fig.1.4.
There are three main reasons why wind energy has grown so much in recent years:
first, the need for renewable and “clean” energy sources to mitigate the global warming
problem; second, the application of today’s technology has permitted the solution to most
of the issues related to wind power generation; third, the introduction of government poli-
cies to economically support wind energy [15]. The diffusion of wind as a source of energy
is attributable also to new research studies from various scientific areas, including material
science, computer science, aerodynamics, analytical design and analysis methods, testing
and monitoring, and power electronics, that adapted their studies to wind energy applica-
tions. In particular, aerodynamic design methods that were originally developed for the
aerospace industry have been successfully applied to wind turbines [15].
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Figure 1.2: Top 10 world countries in the production of wind energy in December 2017.
[46]
Figure 1.3: World wind energy production from 2001 to 2017. [46]
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Figure 1.4: Forecast of wind energy production until 2021. [45]
1.2 Wind Turbines
Wind turbines extract the kinetic energy of large masses of air moving over the earth’s
surface and convert it into electricity. The aerodynamic lift force on their blades produces
a positive torque on a rotating shaft, leading to the generation of mechanical power, which
is transformed into electricity by a generator [15, 91]. A representation of the different
components of a wind turbine rotor is presented in Fig.1.5.
As already mentioned, the variability in wind intensity and direction causes some issues
in the energy production, such as:
• variable wind turbine power output,
• need of power control devices,
• blade stall and inefficiency of the turbine at high wind speeds,
• strong cyclic loadings during stall on the generator and on the blades.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of wind turbine parts. [15]
The following sections present in more detail the problems listed above, giving parti-
cular attention to the link between wind speed and turbine performance.
1.2.1 Power Output Instability
One of the main issues characterizing wind energy production is the instability of wind
turbine power output, which can be related to different phenomena, e.g., atmospheric tur-
bulence, ground boundary layer, wind direction, and wind speed variation [56, 73]. In
particular, wind speed variability plays an important role in the evaluation of wind turbine
performance; therefore, the following sections present how wind speed is considered in the
design process and what main parameters describe wind turbine performance.
1.2.1.1 Wind Speed Variation
The wind speed variation is usually represented by probability distribution functions, such
as Weibull and Rayleigh distributions [52, 60, 66, 67, 86].
The Weibull probability density function requires the knowledge of two parameters:
shape factor k and scale factor c, which are related to the mean wind speed U . The equati-
ons representing the Weibull probability density function (p(U)) and the cumulative distri-
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Looking at the examples of Weibull probability density functions in Fig.1.6(a), an increase
in the shape factor k causes the curve to become steeper, showing less variation in the
parameter plotted on the x-axis, in this case the wind speed. A detailed description of the
two factors k and c, and how to evaluate them starting from U are presented in Manwell et
al. [73].
The Rayleigh distribution is a particular form of the Weibull one, in which the shape
factor k is set equal to 2. Generally, it is preferable to use the Rayleigh probability dis-
tribution to represent wind speed variability since it is easier to implement compared to
the Weibull distribution [108]. The probability density function (p(U)) and the cumulative



























Examples of Rayleigh probability density functions for different values of mean wind speed
are plotted in Fig.1.6(b).
1.2.1.2 Wind Turbine Performance
As described previously, wind turbines are subject to complicated environmental phenomena–




Figure 1.6: Examples of probability density functions. [73]
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introduced in the previous section (Sec.1.2.1.1) are used to evaluate the wind speed effect
in the calculation of the annual energy production, which is the average energy produced
by a wind turbine in one year:
AEP = PWT × 365 × 24 (1.5)
where PWT is the average power produced in [kW], 365 are the days in a year, and 24 are
the hours per day. The average power (PWT ) is the integral of the power generated at a





For the calculation of p(U), it is possible to use the Weibull or the Rayleigh equations
described in Sec.1.2.1.1. The power generated by the turbine (PWT ) is different from the
power available in the wind (Pw). Wind turbines extract kinetic energy (E) from the wind,
transforming it into electricity; the kinetic energy of a stream of air with mass m and





Considering a wind rotor of cross-sectional area S (Fig.1.7) exposed to a wind stream,






The parameters affecting Pw are air density ρ, rotor area S, and, in particular, wind
speed U , which is more prominent due to its cubic relationship with the power [74]. Again
the power available in the wind is different from the power generated by the turbine because
when the wind passes through the turbine, a portion of its kinetic energy is transferred to
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of a wind turbine rotor. [73]
the rotor while the remaining is carried away by the air leaving the turbine. Therefore, the
actual power generated (PWT ) is the power available in the wind multiplied by a power
coefficient (CP ) that represents the efficiency of the energy transfer from wind to rotor:
PWT = CPPw (1.9)
The maximum theoretical value of the power coefficient is known as the Betz limit and is
equal to 59.3% (or 16/27). The derivation of the Betz limit is available in Manwell et al.
[73].
As previously emphasized, power generated by a wind turbine is strongly linked with
wind speed, and this relation is described by the power curve. An example is shown in
Fig.1.8; this characteristic curve is used to easily predict the energy production of a wind
turbine without considering the technical details of its components. The power curve is
defined by three elements:
• Cut-in speed: the minimum wind speed at which the turbine will deliver useful
power;
• Rated wind speed: the wind speed at which the rated power (generally the maximum
power) is reached;
9
Figure 1.8: Wind turbine power curve. [73]
• Cut-out speed: the maximum wind speed at which the turbine is allowed to deliver
power.
The cut-out speed is the upper limit of the wind speed given by engineering design and
safety constraints [73].
1.2.1.3 Power Control Strategies
As presented in Sec.1.2, one of the main wind turbine issues is the variable power output
due to the nature of the wind. In the case of strong wind conditions, it is necessary to waste
part of the excess wind energy to avoid damages to the turbine. For this reason, all wind
turbines require some power control mechanisms to adjust their operative condition depen-
ding on the wind speed. These power control strategies are divided into two categories:
pitch and stall controls.
By using the pitch control, it is possible to change the blade pitch angle to calibrate the
power generated by the turbine. In the case of high wind speeds, the blades are slightly
pitched out of the wind to reduce the power generated, with the final purpose to go below
the rated power limit, and, thus, avoid turbine damages. Conversely, when the wind speed
decreases and the turbine produces less power, the blades are pitched into the wind to in-
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crease the power output. Designing a pitch-controlled wind turbine is very difficult because
it is necessary to ensure that the rotor blades pitch exactly the amount required; every time
the wind changes, the blades are pitched a few degrees in order to keep the rotor blades at
the optimum angle of attack to maximize the power output.
Stall control strategies could be passive or active. Passive stall-controlled wind turbines
have blades with a fixed pitch angle, aerodynamically designed and mounted on the rotor
such that for high wind speeds (i.e. above rated wind speed), the blades stall gradually,
leading to a drop in the generated power below the rated one. The stall control is much
simpler than the pitch method since it does not need moving parts in the rotor; however,
it is more complex in the aerodynamic blade design with related challenges in the turbine
structural dynamics. In spite of this, two thirds of wind turbines currently installed in the
world are stall-controlled machines [15]. An increasing number of large wind turbines
(i.e., 1 MW and up) are being developed with an active stall power control [15]. This type
of machine has pitchable blades such that at low wind speeds, they are pitched to reach
rated power; once that happens, it is necessary to reduce the power generated by pitching
the blades again to reach stall. Active stall methods permit a more accurate control of the
power oputput compared to the passive stall strategy.
1.2.2 Summary
Wind turbines work in very difficult wind conditions that can lead to the following issues:
• variation of the power generated,
• need of power control strategies,
• stall and inefficiency of the wind turbine at high wind speeds,
• strong cyclic loading due to the stall.
Different solutions and devices can be applied to solve most of these problems, but
recently a new method has been studied that consists of the application of sinusoidal modi-
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Figure 1.9: Tubercle amplitude and wavelength. [51]
fications (i.e., tubercles) on the leading edge of wind turbine blades. The following section
will give a description of tubercles, their physical phenomenon, and how they can improve
aerodynamic performance.
1.3 Tubercles
Tubercles are leading edge sinusoidal modifications characterized by two geometric para-
meters: amplitude and wavelength (Fig.1.9). The effects of these “bumps” were discovered
during research on humpback whale flippers [37]. These immense animals (Fig.1.10) are
considered the most “acrobatic” whales, and their ability to perform incredible rotations in
the air and their high maneuverability underwater are due to the presence of tubercles that
characterize the leading edge of their flippers [30, 93]. According to the observations made
by Fish et al. [36], tubercles are unevenly distributed along the flipper with the largest
tubercles starting at around 33% of the span; the intertubercular distances decrease distally,
remaining relatively constant at 7−9% of the span over the midspan (Fig.1.11). The num-
ber of tubercles is usually between 9 and 11, and as shown in Fig.1.10 and Fig.1.11, they
are more concentrated at the flipper tip rather than the root.
The physical phenomenon behind tubercles is still being studied; however, most of the
previous research indicates that they generate counter-rotating vortices that re-energize the
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Figure 1.10: Tubercles on humpback whale flippers.
boundary layer and delay flow separation. As shown in Fig.1.12, the oncoming flow is
deflected and redirected with a strong acceleration to the tubercle troughs, where vorticity
of alternate sign is developed, which leads to the generation of counter-rotating vortices
(Fig.1.13). These vortices re-energize the boundary layer by replacing the low-inertia fluid
with the higher momentum fluid, resulting in a flow separation delay. A more detailed
description of the physical phenomenon of tubercles will be presented in Sec.2.4.
Based on what has been said, the application of tubercles on wind turbine blades could
improve the aerodynamic performance, especially when the blade is fully stalled, leading
to stall delay and larger operative wind speed ranges. In Chapter 2, a literature review about
the positive effects of tubercles on wing and wind turbine applications will be described.
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Figure 1.11: Intertubercular distance as a function of the distance of each tubercle from the
shoulder of the whale. [36]
Figure 1.12: Flow redirected to the troughs of tubercles. [88]
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This chapter focuses on previous studies on tubercles, describing their effects on wing
and wind turbine applications. Since leading edge bumps seem to work as passive flow
control devices, an overview of the passive flow control mechanisms commonly used in
wind turbine applications will be also provided.
2.1 Purpose of Tubercles on Humpback Whale Flippers
The humpback whale is one of the largest animals in the ocean, and it is also considered
the most “acrobatic” whale. Its high maneuverability can be directly linked to its feeding
ecology [51], and its famous ability to perform acrobatic turnings in the air is due to the
presence of tubercles on the leading edge of its flippers.
One of the first studies on tubercles was conducted by Fish and Battle in 1995 [37]; they
analyzed and described the shape of a humpback whale’s flipper in terms of hydrodynamic
parameters. They emphasized how leading edge tubercles on flippers can be considered
flow control devices that are able to maintain stability and create force imbalances for
maneuvering [37]. By analyzing a 9.02 m male humpback whale’s flipper, Fish and Battle
noticed an uneven distribution of tubercles along the span; as shown in Fig.2.1, the largest
tubercle (T1) is located at 33% of the span, and the smallest (T11) is close to the tip at
99% of the span. The intertubercular distances are almost constant between T2−T3 and
T7−T8, and they decrease moving toward the tip. Fish and Battle noticed that flippers
have an elliptical planform, which is considered the optimal shape to achieve a uniform
lift distribution; they also analyzed the mid-span section, finding some similarities with the
NACA 634 − 021 airfoil. Moreover, looking at the number and position of tubercles along
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the flipper span, Fish and Battle supposed that these leading edge bumps act as flow control
devices which generate vortices that are able to delay flow separation and result in the high
maneuverability typical of humpback whales [33, 35].
To better understand the purpose of tubercles, Miklosovic et al. [78] tested whale flipper
models in a wind tunnel. They measured lift and drag as a function of the angle of attack,
and compared the results with the same flipper model without tubercles (Fig.2.2). An
incompressible and steady state flow was considered for the test with a maximum Mach
number of 0.2 and a Reynolds number between 5.05 · 105 and 5.2 · 105, which is in the
operative range of an adult animal. In Fig.2.3, results in terms of lift coefficient, drag
coefficient, and lift-to-drag ratio are reported. From the comparison with the smooth flipper
model (solid line), the lift coefficient starts to increase from around 12◦ of the angle of
attack, whereas in terms of drag coefficient, the two models have comparable values up to
12◦ but then the flipper with tubercles shows better results. Miklosovic et al. concluded
that leading edge tubercles improve flipper performance, providing higher lift and lower
drag in the post-stall regime. They also noticed a similarity with vortex generators since
tubercles generate counter-rotating vortices that re-energize the boundary layer, delaying
flow separation.
In 2007, Miklosovic et al. [77] extended their work, testing full-span and semi-span
models. For the full-span flippers, Reynolds numbers of 2.74 · 105 − 2.77 · 105 and a Mach
number of 0.13 were considered; whereas, the semi-span tests were conducted at Reynolds
numbers as high as 5.34 · 105− 6.31 · 105 and a Mach number of 0.21. All the flippers were
based on the NACA 0020 airfoil profile, as shown in Fig.2.4. Looking at the results of the
full-span (Fig.2.5) and semi-span (Fig.2.6) models, it is possible to affirm that incorporating
tubercles on the leading edge of flippers leads to performance enhancement, whereas an
opposite trend is visible when they are applied to a full-span rectangular planform. From
the comparison between full-span and semi-span models, Miklosovic et al. also concluded
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a humpback whale’s flipper. [37]
Figure 2.2: Smooth and scalloped humpback whale flipper models. [78]
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Figure 2.3: Lift and drag results compared with the smooth model (solid line). [78]
that tubercles provide a three-dimensional benefit. However, in the result analysis, it is
important to note that different Reynolds number ranges were used for the two tests.
A computational study on whale flippers with and without tubercles was conducted by
Pedro and Kobayashi [83]. They noticed higher aerodynamic performance in the model
with tubercles close to separation due to the presence of streamwise vortices originated
by the leading edge bumps (Fig.2.7). These vortical structures carry momentum to the
boundary layer, delaying the trailing edge separation; moreover, they confine leading edge
separation to the tip region [83].
Another important study on how tubercles affect the aerodynamic characteristics of
humpback whale flippers was conducted by van Nierop et al. [94]. They demonstrated
how a standard aerodynamic theory model could explain most of the phenomena observed
experimentally. Despite what Miklosovic et al. found Ref.[78], van Nierop et al. stated
that it is not possible that tubercles act as vortex generators, because their amplitude and




Figure 2.4: Models tested by Miklosovic et al.. [77]
Figure 2.5: Full-span results. [77]
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Figure 2.6: Semi-span results. [77]
Figure 2.7: Vorticity in spanwise direction. [83]
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Figure 2.8: Geometries of the two models simulated by Weber et al.. [99]
sed a different flow control mechanism: leading edge bumps alter the pressure distribution
on the flipper surface such that the boundary layer separation is delayed, resulting in a
more gradual stall. Van Nierop et al. were the first to go against the common idea that tu-
bercles work like vortex generators; they also emphasized the necessity to conduct deeper
studies to better understand the physical phenomenon. A more exhaustive argumentation
on similarities and differences between leading edge bumps and vortex generators will be
presented in Sec.2.5.6.
One of the latest studies on tubercles applied to flippers was conducted by Weber et
al. [99], who made computational simulations of two humpback whale flipper models
(Fig.2.8). They noticed from flow visualization that separation appears at tubercle troughs
right behind the leading edge in the flipper with tubercles, whereas, a trailing edge stall
characterizes the smooth model. Moreover, at high angles of attack at which the regular
flipper is fully stalled, the model with tubercles shows several regions of attached flow,
leading to better performance in the post-stall regime [99].
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Figure 2.9: Streamlines. [97]
2.2 Tubercles Applied to Wings
Several studies have focused on the performance analysis of wings with leading edge tuber-
cles. Watts and Fish [97] made some numerical simulations of finite-span wings with and
without tubercles, noticing that leading edge bumps have strong effects on the oncoming
flow. They deflect and redirect the flow to their troughs with a strong acceleration (Fig.2.9),
resulting in low pressure regions (Fig.2.10). Unfortunately, Watts and Fish’s work is cha-
racterized by a considerable limitation: they did not consider viscous effects and, therefore,
they did not model boundary layer development and streamwise vorticity.
Stein and Murray [92] tested and analyzed three different airfoil models to better un-
derstand the stall mechanism associated with tubercles. In particular, they considered: a
smooth airfoil, an airfoil with tubercles, and an airfoil with vortex generators (Fig.2.11).
Results show inferior lift and drag performance in the model with tubercles compared to
the smooth one. Moreover, flow analysis of the airfoil with tubercles and of the one with
vortex generators revealed that the working principle of leading edge sinusoidal modifica-
tions as a flow control device is more similar to wing fences, since they create vortices able
to prevent stall progression rather than re-energizing the boundary layer [92].
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(a) Smooth wing
(b) Wing with tubercles
Figure 2.10: Simulation of flow over wings. [97]
Figure 2.11: Airfoil models used by Stein and Murray: smooth wing (upper left), wing
with tubercles (upper right), wing with VGs (lower). [92]
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Johari et al. [59] varied the values of tubercle amplitude and wavelength in the ranges
of humpback whale flippers, and compared six models with the baseline one (Fig.2.12).
In general, they noticed a different stall behavior between airfoils with tubercles and the
baseline model, with a delay in the separation when tubercles are applied; moreover, le-
ading edge bumps cause a reduction in lift coefficient when the angle of attack is below
the baseline stall angle. However, in the post-stall regime, the tubercles can improve the
lift coefficient by as much as 50% compared to the baseline model. By varying amplitude
and wavelength, Johari et al. studied also the effects of those geometric parameters in stall,
lift, and drag. In particular, airfoils with smaller amplitude performed best in terms of stall
angle and maximum lift coefficient, and higher values of amplitude resulted in softer stall
characteristics. Wavelength effects were considered minor by the authors, even though tu-
bercles with smaller wavelength achieved higher maximum lift coefficient and stall angle
with lower drag.
Hansen et al. [49] tested tubercles on two different full-span wings: NACA 0021
and NACA 65-021 airfoil sections. The NACA 0021 was chosen because it was consi-
dered more similar to the cross-sectional profile of the whale’s flipper; the NACA 65-021
was used as a different type of airfoil for comparison purposes since it has the maximum
thickness position further aft at 50% of the chord. Results show that both wings have hig-
her lift coefficient and larger stall angle when tubercle amplitude is reduced. However, in
the post-stall regime, the performance of wings with larger amplitude seems to be more
favorable. The wavelength reduction leads to improvements in maximum lift coefficient,
stall angle, and post-stall characteristics. Neverthless, there is a point at which further re-
duction in wavelength has a negative impact on performance. By comparing the results
with the baseline wing, Hansen et al. noticed also that tubercles are more beneficial in the
NACA 65-021 wing rather than the NACA 0021 because when the position of the maxi-
mum thickness is further aft, as in the NACA 65-021, the extend of the laminar boundary
layer is greater, and thus tubercles can be more beneficial [49].
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Figure 2.12: Airfoil models used by Johari et al. [59]
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Figure 2.13: Baseline and five models tested by Yoon et al. [103]
Yoon et al. [103] numerically investigated the effects of a wavy leading edge on flow
hydrodynamic characteristics around a rectangular wing by changing tubercle position al-
ong the span. They tested five different values of waviness ratio, defined by the wing span
length over the spanwise length covered by tubercles at three different angles of attack. Fi-
gure 2.13 shows the five models tested, characterized by fixed amplitude and wavelength.
For low angles of attack, the effect of wavy leading edge modifications on hydrodynamics
forces and and flow structures is almost negligible. As the waviness increases, the stall
occurs sooner than in the smooth wing; in the post-stall regime, lift coefficient increases in
the wavy wings compared to the one in the baseline model. From a flow analysis, Yoon
et al. found also that all the wings are characterized by spiral formations of limiting stre-
amlines occurring in the wavy troughs, where a relatively low pressure has been noticed
(Fig.2.14).
Another recent study was conducted by Bolzon et al. [14] who implemented Prandtl’s
lifting line theory to determine the effects of tubercle amplitude and wavelength on lift
coefficient, induced drag coefficient, and lift-to-drag ratio of a NACA 0021 wing. In addi-
tion to those two tubercle gometric parameters, they also considered the phase of tubercles,
meaning how tubercles end at the wing tip. In Fig.2.15, there is a schematic representation
of the tubercle wing parameters (Fig.2.15(a)) and the geometry of the last tubercle once
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(a) α = 16◦ (b) α = 20◦
(c) α = 32◦
Figure 2.14: Limiting streamlines on the upper surface. [103]
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(a) a (b) b
Figure 2.15: Amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle phase considered by Bolzon et al.
Ref.[14].
a specific phase is given (Fig.2.15(b)). Bolzon et al. found that without accounting for
the phase, tubercle amplitude and wavelength have only a little impact on lift coefficient,
induced drag coefficient, and lift-to-drag ratio; however, coupling them with the phase, the
geometric parameter effects are more pronounced. In particular, the greatest increase of
lift-to-drag ratio was obained with a phase of approximately 0π/12, meaning the last tu-
bercle ending between a trough and a peak; then again, a decrease in lift and induced drag
coefficients was also visible. To reach the maximum value of lift and induced drag coef-
ficients, it is necessary to have a wing with a 12π/12 tubercle phase, corresponding to the
last tubercle shape between a peak and a trough; however, the lift-to-drag ratio decreases
for this specific configuration.
DePaula et al. [75, 81] experimentally investigated the wavy leading edge phenomena
for the very thick airfoil NACA 0030 at low Reynolds number. In particular, three tubercle
configurations (Fig.2.16) in terms of amplitude and wavelength were tested in a Reynolds
number range between 5000 and 290.000. For the highest Reynolds number, results show
worse aerodynamic performance for the wavy leading edge compared to previous studies
on thinner airfoils. However, at a Reynolds number of 120.000, one tubercle configuration
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Figure 2.16: Tubercle configurations tested by DePaula et al. Ref.[81].
exhibited an increase of 19.4% in lift coefficient, better aerodynamic performance, and a
stall delay.
In summary, most of prior works on tubercle wing application found some advantages
in lift and drag coefficients in the post-stall regime, while negative or irrelevant effects are
noticible in other flow conditions. Moreover, stall is delayed in wings with tubercles due
to the generation of streamwise vortices, which seem to re-energize the boundary layer
or block the development of spanwise flow. The positive effects of tubercles in the post-
stall regime can be useful in wind turbine application since they can permit to increase
the operative wind speed range by postponing the blade stall to higher wind speeds, and
therefore, increase the power generated at wind conditions where usually the wind turbine
blade stalls and becomes inefficient. Tubercles in wind turbine application will be presented
in the following section.
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2.3 Tubercles Applied to Wind Turbines
Only a portion of the previous research analyzes the effects of leading edge tubercles on
wind turbine performance [3, 6, 7, 9, 44, 53, 54, 55, 63, 96, 106], and the most relevant
studies are presented below.
In 2009, a prototype of a blade with leading edge sinusoidal modifications was tested by
the Wind Energy Institute of Canada (WEICan) [9]. A conventional Wenvor 10 meter two-
blade turbine was retrofitted by fabricating and attaching leading edge tubercle elements to
produce the first model of wind turbine with tubercles (Fig.2.17). The machine was tes-
ted for several months and the results were compared with the regular Wenvor turbine. It
was found that annual power production was increased by 20%, turbine noise was redu-
ced considerably, and the responsiveness to rapid changes in wind speed was significantly
improved. Furthermore, other advantages were found, including:
• tubercles generate higher lift by energizing the boundary layer with better results
compared to vortex generators;
• tubercles stall gradually and, even when they partially stall, they continue to generate
more lift than any other airfoil type (useful for wind turbines with no active pitch
control);
• tubercles mitigate some undesiderable vortices and reduce aeroelastic instabilities in
the wakes;
• vortices generated between tubercles act as virtual fences, blocking the spanwise flow
and delaying the tip stall; and
• the decrease in tip stall strength results in a reduction of noise and vibrations.
Another important study was conducted by Zhang and Wu [106]; they numerically
investigated the aerodynamic characteristics of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade
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Figure 2.17: Wenvor blade with tubercles. [9]
Figure 2.18: Shaft torque comparison. [106]
with random values of tubercle amplitude and wavelength. They simulated five different
tubercle configurations at five wind speeds (i.e., 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 m/s) assuming steady,
incompressible, and fully turbulent flow. Although between 15 and 25 m/s the flow is
characterized by some unsteady behaviors, they justified the steady assumption by running
unsteady simulations and comparing the results with the steady ones. No visible differences
between the two were noticed, confirming the reliability of steady flow assumption. Figure
2.18 presents the shaft torque comparison between the regular NREL blade (baseline) and
the five tubercle configurations tested. A significant improvement is evident at high wind
speeds (off-design regime) in blades with tubercles; however, an opposite trend is visible
with movement toward to the design condition (10 m/s).
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Figure 2.19: Schematic representation of vortex migration toward the troughs. [27]
2.4 Tubercle Physical Phenomena
The physical principle behind tubercles is still being investigated but according to past
studies, the common idea is that tubercles act like vortex generators by producing vortices
that re-energize the boundary layer, delaying flow separation [13].
Custodio [27] suggested that lift enhancement given by the application of tubercles
on wings is related to the migration of the generated counter-rotating vortices toward the
troughs (Fig.2.19), and their merging is responsible for the observed low-pressure regions
on the suction surface. In the post-stall regime, the increase in the angle of attack results in
the generation of stronger vortices, leading to a high lift enhancement.
Favier et al. [31] performed numerical simulations on a NACA 0020 infinite wing in
a deep stall regime (α = 20◦) with and without the presence of tubercles on the leading
edge and considering a low Reynolds number. Amplitude and wavelength were changed,
identifying three tubercle configurations to simulate (Fig.2.20). They found that with a
certain choice of amplitude (i.e., 7% of the chord) and wavelength (i.e., around 1% of the
chord), the wake topology is drastically modified, the shedding regime disappears, and the
flow is dominated by streamwise vortical structures that leads to a partial flow attachment in
correspondence with the peaks. However, this study considered Reynolds numbers below
the ranges characterizing humpback whale flippers; therefore, it is necessary to look at
higher values, close to those observed in nature, and at least large enough to achieve fully
turbulent regimes.
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(a) Baseline (b) A = 0.03, λ = 1
(c) A = 0.07, λ = 1 (d) A = 0.07, λ = 0.5
Figure 2.20: Recirculation regions shown by isosurfaces of zero longitudinal velocity. [31]
Dropkin et al. [28] computed numerically the flowfield and the aerodynamic forces
on a two-dimensional airfoil with sinusoidal leading edge modifications; results were also
compared with the baseline NACA 634 − 021 airfoil. Amplitude and wavelength were set
constant at 12% and 50% of the mean chord length, respectively. The two models tested
are presented in Fig.2.21. Looking at the pathlines of the baseline and modified airfoils in
Fig.2.22, the flow separation pattern is different between the two models. In the baseline
airfoil, the separation starts at the trailing edge and moves upstream with the increase of
the angle of attack; in the modified model, the flow appears to be attached at α = 6◦ but
it converges and twists, indicating the presence of streamwise vorticity over the surface.
Increasing the angle of attack, the pathlines converge and diverge in adjacent troughs with
a biperiodic pattern, and the flow separation happens farther downstream compared to the
baseline airfoil. At α = 18◦, the pathlines are still characterized by the biperiodic pattern,
which disappears at 24◦ where the only flow attached is over the tubercle peaks. Dropkin
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Figure 2.21: Baseline and modified airfoils simulated by Dropkin et al. [28]
et al. noticed also some effects on the pressure distribution; in particular, symmetric and
periodic low-pressure regions appear in the troughs of tubercles at low angles of attack
(Fig.2.23), and they evolve into more complicated patterns at higher α. The presence of
low-pressure regions characterizes the modified airfoil also at high angles of attack, lea-
ding to an increase in lift. Conversely, the baseline model has uniform surface pressure
distribution up to the separation line and multiple stall cells afterward.
The biperiodic vortical structures observed by Dropkin et al. were confirmed by Sousa
and Camara [76]. They numerically simulated infinite wings with leading edge tubercles,
and noticed that vortices are generated at the troughs, remaining approximately periodic
along the spanwise direction at lower angles of attack. However, when the incidence incre-
ases, the biperiodic pattern disappears.
Zhang et al. [104, 105] tested a full-span NACA 634 − 021 wing with tubercles at low
Reynolds numbers (< 105) with an angle of attack between 0◦ and 90◦. Amplitude and
wavelength of tubercles were fixed at 0.12c and 0.25c, respectively, with c representing
the airfoil chord set to 100 mm. Results confirm that tubercles delay stall and improve
wing performance in the post-stall regime; moreover, Zhang et al. noticed a similarity
with vortex generators in the control of boundary layer separation. They observed com-
plex phenomena at the troughs that seem to have a primary role in the stall control; these
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(a) Baseline airfoil (b) Modified airfoil
Figure 2.22: Pathlines over the suction side. [28]
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Figure 2.23: Surface pressure distribution of the baseline and modified airfoils. [28]
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Figure 2.24: Contours of streamwise vorticity on planes located downstream of the trailing
edge. [85]
phenomena include streamwise vortices, earlier laminar separation and more natural lami-
nar/turbulence transition, turbulent reattachment, and turbulent boundary layer detachment
[104]. In contrast, flow over the peak sections remains attached well over the airfoil suction
side due to much stronger streamwise vortices [104].
Rostamzadeh et al. [85] tested and simulated four NACA 0021-based airfoils, obser-
ving that pairs of counter-rotating vortices are generated in the wake (Fig.2.24). Each vor-
tex is characterized by smaller vortices: one generated from the upper and the other from
the lower wing surfaces. As some previous works observed, flow separation happens first
behind tubercle troughs rather than peaks; the reason is related to the presence of counter-
rotating vortices that push the fluid toward the surface on the peak, reducing the local angle
of attack and inhibiting chordwise separation [85]. The contours of the adverse pressure
gradient and limiting streamlines are represented in Fig.2.25.
Other numerical simulations of infinite-span wings with tubercles were conducted by
Skillen et al. [88]. They analyzed the physical mechanism behind performance impro-
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Figure 2.25: Contours of adverse pressure gradient and limiting streamlines on the upper
surface. [85]
vement due to leading edge modifications, and they found that initially the oncoming flow is
deflected and redirected to the troughs of the tubercles with a strong acceleration (Fig.2.26).
Low-inertia near-wall fluid is drawn toward the suction peak, resulting in the formation of
secondary flow; in particular, the low-inertia boundary layer is transported away by the se-
condary flow and it is replaced by higher momentum fluid drawn from above. This implies
a re-energization of the boundary layer behind each tubercle peak, leading to a delay in
the flow separation, which happens earlier behind the troughs due to strong adverse pres-
sure regions. In Fig.2.27, slices of streamwise vorticity are plotted. Skillen et al. also
affirm that the strength of the re-energization mechanisms must be a function of the tuber-
cle geometric parameters and Reynolds number. In fact, at a very low Reynolds number,
there is not a transition to turbulence, meaning the only active mechanism would be the
re-energization by the secondary flow; whereas, at a significantly higher Reynolds number,
transition occurs closer to the leading edge and more uniformly across the span [88].
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Figure 2.26: Time-averaged streamlines. [88]
Figure 2.27: Slices colored by time-averaged streamwise vorticity. [88]
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Figure 2.28: Vorticity contours for sequential chordwise planes at (a) x/c = 0.4, (b) x/c =
0.6, (c) x/c = 0.8, (d) x/c = 1. [51]
Hansen et al. [50, 51] made an experimental and numerical study to investigate the for-
mation and evolution of the streamwise vortices that characterize tubercles on an infinite
wing at low Reynolds numbers. They noticed an increase in flow velocity and a larger ad-
verse pressure gradient at the troughs, leading to a boundary layer separation at low angles
of attack. These results are consistent with the previous research, where the larger adverse
pressure gradient in the troughs was attributed to the short chord length at that spanwise
location. From a flow field analysis and as shown in Fig.2.28, vorticity of alternate sign
– represented in blue and red – is generated at the troughs, resulting in the formation of
counter-rotating vortices; the figure also shows weaker vorticity with movement away from
the trailing edge (i.e., moving from Fig.2.28(a) to (d)).
In conclusion, it is well known that tubercles generate counter-rotating vortices, but the
interaction between those vortices with the flow over a surface is still under investigation.
The common idea is that leading edge modifications work similarly to vortex generators;
therefore, in the following section, a description of the passive flow control devices used
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in wind turbine application will be presented, and a comparison between vortex generators
and tubercles will be done, identifying similarities and differences.
2.5 Passive Flow Control Devices in Wind Turbines
The basic principle of a flow control device is to manipulate a flow field to achieve a par-
ticular design objective. In recent decades, many different flow control devices have been
developed for aeronautical issues, and most of them have been optimized and adapted to
wind turbine applications. Depending on their operating principle, flow control devices can
be classified as active [10] or passive. For the purpose of this dissertation, the attention will
be focused on passive flow control devices affecting boundary layer and spanwise flow,
including:
• Vortex Generators (VGs),
• Microtabs,
• Serrated Trailing Edge,
• Boundary Layer Fences,
• Spoilers.
At the end of this section. a summary of the physical principles, advantages, and disad-
vantages of the control devices listed above is presented in Table 2.1.
2.5.1 Vortex Generators
A vortex generator is a passive flow control device that modifies the boundary layer, brin-
ging momentum from the outer flow region into the inner one [4]. The main goal is to
delay flow separation and increase the maximum lift coefficient by re-energizing the boun-
dary layer. VGs are small triangular or rectangular vanes with a height usually similar to the
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Figure 2.29: Vortex generators over a wing. [4]
Figure 2.30: VGs generating co-rotating and counter-rotating vortices. [4]
boundary layer thickness; they are inclined with respect to the oncoming flow and placed
as close as possible to the leading edge (Fig.2.29). As shown in Fig.2.30, they can generate
co-rotating or counter-rotating vortices, depending on their orientation; Godard and Stanis-
las [40] demonstrated that VGs work most efficiently when they have a triangular shape
and create counter-rotating vortices. For wind turbine appplications, vortex generators pre-
sent a number of advantages such as a small size that allows a large number of them to be
distributed along the blade span; easy and low-cost replacement, and the option to add them
once the blade is built. On the other hand, VGs increase the drag due to their implantation
on the body surface, and great care is also needed when they are integrated into the blades
to avoid wind turbine performance deterioration.
2.5.2 Microtabs
Microtabs are small tabs situated close to the trailing edge of an airfoil and perpendicularly
to its surface; their length is about 1−2% of the chord corresponding to the boundary layer
thickness. The microtabs push the boundary layer (BL) flow away from the airfoil surface,
generating a recirculation area behind them, as shown in Fig.2.31. The recirculation zone
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Figure 2.31: Microtabs at the TE of an airfoil. [4]
affects the aerodynamics by shifting the separation point and, therefore, providing changes
in the lift. In particular, lift can be improved by deploying the microtab on the pressure
side of the airfoil; whereas it can be reduced if the microtab is deployed on the suction
side [4]. Yen et al. [102] determined the optimal distribution, height, and location of
the microtabs by conducting computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and wind
tunnel experiments. Their results showed that the best place to situate the tab with respect
to the lift and drag is at around 95% of the chord for the lower surface and 90% of the
chord for the upper surface, considering a height of 1% of the chord. Microtabs have some
appealing features for wind turbine applications, including a small size, simplicity in the
design and manufacturing, and the ability to be installed without significant changes in the
actual airfoil manifacturing process. However, they have two main issues: first, their height
when fully deployed is usually insufficient to affect the boundary layer flow; second, the
actuating mechanism causes suction during tab deployment.
2.5.3 Serrated Trailing Edge
Usually, wind turbine blades have sharp or moderately blunt trailing edges from which the
wake is shed. The confluence of the flow from pressure and suction sides of the blade is
the main source of aerodynamic noise, increased drag, and reduced lift. Therefore, a way
to solve these issues consists of a flexible serrated trailing edge (TE), also known as dino
tail [4] (Fig.2.32). As an added aerodynamic profile, it presents the advantage of creating a
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Figure 2.32: Wind turbine blade with serrated trailing edge device. [4]
customized geometry profile for each device according to the operating conditions in which
it is located [4].
2.5.4 Boundary Layer Fences
Boundary layer fences are typically small plates wrapping the entire blade surface in the
chordwise direction to prevent the creation of spanwise flow (Fig.2.33). On wind turbine
blades, the airflow usually spreads in the spanwise direction, leading to the separation of
the main flow and, therefore, reducing the blade lift. Boundary layer fences are able to
block the spanwise flow, with their effectiveness proportional to their heights [4]; however,
increasing the fence height means affecting the aerodynamic characteristics such as lift,
and increasing the blade weight. The required height, length, and optimal position of the
fence on the blade vary based on different elements, including the distance from the rotor
axis of rotation, the rotor width, the most likely speed of the incident flow, etc. Therefore,
the best configuration is determined empirically [4].
2.5.5 Spoilers
Wind turbine blades consist of three main regions (Fig.2.34): the root closest to the hub
(circular section)(1); the airfoil region furthest away from the hub that generates lift (3);
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Figure 2.33: Sketch of wind turbine blade with a boundary layer fence. [4]
and a transition region between the two (2). The root and transition regions do not help
in the energy production and they even decrease it due to drag. These sections usually
work in stall situations, especially at high wind speeds; therefore, spoilers are used and
placed in those regions (Fig.2.34) to increase lift during stall and to improve turbine power
generation. The potential performance improvement by applying spoilers reaches 1−1.5%
of the annual energy compared to the same wind turbine without those control mechanisms.
This compensates for the high manufacturing costs for blades with spoilers; however, since
wind turbine blades must work with higher angles of incidence, this device has strong
negative aerodynamic effects [4].
2.5.6 Tubercles vs Vortex Generators
Most researchers suggest a similarity between tubercles and vortex generators; howe-
ver, since the amplitude and wavelength of tubercles are larger than the boundary layer
thickness, van Nierop [94] proposed a different theory: tubercles change the pressure dis-
tribution across the surface, delaying boundary layer separation and resulting in a more
gradual stall. This idea was criticized by Zhu [107], who pointed out that in van Nierop’s
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Table 2.1: Summary of passive flow control devices in wind turbine blades.
Device Working Principle Pros & Cons













BL Fences block of spanwise flow Ë lift
Ë stall strength reduction
é aerodynamics
é weight





Figure 2.34: Regions of a wind tubine blade with a spoiler. [4]
studies, he neglected tip effects and applied the potential flow theory of an inviscid and ir-
rotational flow to a rotational problem [1]. Stein and Murray [92] do not completely agree
with the comparison between tubercles and VGs; in fact, they noticed that vortices gene-
rated by tubercles seem to prevent stall progression rather than re-energize the boundary
layer, meaning they can be considered more similar to wing fences. Nevertheless, since it
is well known that tubercles generate counter-rotating vortices and even though the exact
working mechanism is yet to be determined, it is a common idea to consider them similar
to vortex generators. However, from a manufacturing point of view, tubercles seem to be
more complex to implement as compared to VGs [82]. Recently, as a result of new manu-
facturing techniques, it is possible to achieve a complex design like leading edge sinusoidal
modifications with high quality and relatively low cost by attaching leading edge protube-
rances to an existing surface (i.e., blade or wing). This method permits also allows for easy
replacement of tubercles in the case of wear or damage. A big advantage that tubercles
have compared to vortex generators is that they do not increase drag. As already presen-
ted in Sec.2.5.1, a noteworthy problem with using VGs is their effect on drag due to their
implantation on the body surface; tubercles instead increase lift without increasing drag.
Table 2.2 provides a schematic summary of similarities and differences between tubercles
and vortex generators.
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Table 2.2: Summary of similarities and differences between tubercles and vortex genera-
tors.
Device Working Principle Pros & Cons
Tubercles counter-rotating vortices Ë lift increase
Ë stall delay
é manufacturing
VGs counter-rotating vortices Ë lift increase
Ë stall delay
é drag increase
2.6 Bio-inspired Engineering Problem
Many times, human technologies have been inspired by morphological features of animals,
or nature in general [11, 22, 47]; the study of structures and functions of biological sy-
stems in design engineering systems is known as biomimetics [1]. A detailed review of
technological applications of various biological systems in relation to engineering has been
compiled by Bar-Cohen [1, 8]. Many aerodynamic ideas were inspired by the bird’s flight,
especially owls and seagulls [1, 23, 25, 41, 57, 62, 69, 70, 95, 100] (Fig.2.35,Fig.2.36),
and by marine animals, e.g., aircraft skin similar to that of sailfish and swordfish, or riblets
inspired by sharks to reduce the skin friction drag [16] (Fig.2.37). The succesful integra-
tion of biomimetics into mechanical systems has been a challenge, but recent technological
advancements in material science and engineering have made biomimetics more realistic
[21, 32, 34].
In this work, leading edge tubercles on humpback whale flippers are applied to wind
turbine blades as a flow control mechanism to achieve performance improvements. Since
this is a bio-inspired engineering problem, it is important to highlight analogies and dif-
ferences between the humpback whale flipper and wind turbine blade applications. Both
work in a low Reynolds number range (104 − 106): for humpback whales the Reynolds
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Figure 2.35: Seagull’s flight. [41]
Figure 2.36: Flight configurations inspired by seagull’s flight. [41]
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Figure 2.37: Examples of biomimetics engineering. [2]
number is between 2 · 105 and 3 · 106 [51, 80], while for the NREL Phase VI wind tur-
bine blade (i.e., the baseline model in the present study), it goes from 5 · 105 at the root
to 1 · 106 at the tip, considering a wind speed of 10 m/s (Fig.2.38). For both flippers and
blades, the flow at these Reynolds numbers shows some transition behaviors with abrupt
separation of laminar flow near the leading edge. Geometrically, flippers and wind turbine
blades have some similarities. Indeed, flipper cross sections can be represented by thick
airfoils commonly used for wind turbine applications [51]. Even though some analogies
have been observed, flippers and blades are completely different in terms of flow characte-
ristics for two main reasons: first, flippers work with water, whereas the blades work with
the air, which means different flow density, temperature, etc.; the second reason is related
to how flow approaches each body surface. In other words, wind turbine blades rotates and
the approaching flow is characterized by a relative velocity due to the rotational speed of
the rotor; whereas, whale flippers can have several different movements (i.e. protraction,
retraction, abduction, adduction, lateral and medial rotation [30]) that more often occur
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Figure 2.38: Reynolds number along the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade span at wind
speed of 10 m/s.
as combitations [30]. Therefore, considering all these possible configurations, the flow
condition around the whale flipper is more variable and difficult to predict.
Analogies and differences between wind turbine blades and flippers will be taken into
consideration in the analysis of the problem developed in this dissertation.
2.7 Summary
Summarizing the results from previous research on the aerodynamic analysis of tubercles
applied to wings and wind turbines, it is possible to conclude that leading edge modificati-
ons permit:
• flow separation delay,
• lift performance improvement in the post-stall regime,
• increase of operative ranges of angle of attack and wind speed,
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• increase of power generated at high wind speeds where usually blades stall and wind
turbines become inefficient.
From an analysis of the previous studies and considering only an aerodynamic point of
view, it is possible to identify the following missing aspects or research gaps:
1. a rigorous study about the effects of tubercle geometric parameters (i.e., amplitude
and wavelength) on wind turbine performance;
2. a study about the effects of tubercle position along the blade span;
3. a combined study of amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle position effects on wind
turbine performance; and
4. insights into how placing tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades to
achieve performance enhancement.
Based on these four points, it is possible to present the problem formulation of this disser-




In Chapter 2, the advantages of tubercles on wind turbine applications have been examined.
Based on those findings and on the research gaps listed, it is possible to present the objective
of this work which is focused on the analysis of aerodynamic effects of tubercles applied to
wind turbine blades. In the following sections, research questions and hypotheses necessary
to achieve the main goal of the present study are detailed.
3.1 Research Objectives
Main Research Objective
Give insights into the application of tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine
blades such that performance enhancement can be achieved.
To achieve this objective, the research work is divided into three phases:
1. an analysis of the effects of tubercle amplitude and wavelength on wind turbine per-
formance;
2. an analysis of the effects of only the location of tubercles along the blade span; and
3. a combined study on the effects of amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle location.
Based on these three phases, the corresponding three sub-objectives have been identified:
1. analyze the effects of tubercle amplitude and wavelength on wind turbine perfor-
mance;
2. analyze the influence of tubercle spanwise location on wind turbine performance;
and
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3. analyze the effects of both the tubercle geometric parameters (i.e., amplitude and
wavelength) and the spanwise location on wind turbine performance.
In the following sections, research questions and hypotheses are formulated that help
in the achievement of the objectives listed above.
3.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
As presented in Chapter 1, wind turbines show several problems and performance losses
due to the variable nature of the wind; for this reason, recent research has focused on the
development of new control devices that are able to solve most of these wind power gene-
ration issues. The most promising solution seems to exist in the application of tubercles
on the leading edge of wind turbine blades. Since only a few studies have been conducted
on this topic, some important aspects about the actual implementation of this solution are
missing. Based on the main objective of this work, the primary research question is:
Main Research Question
What are the main aerodynamic effects of tubercles applied to wind turbine blades
such that it is possible to achieve performance enhancement?
Previous researchers tested tubercles applied to wind turbine blades by choosing random
values of amplitude and wavelength, and they did not define any guidelines on how to se-
lect those geometric parameters to improve wind power production. In this dissertation, a
more in-depth systematic study will be conducted with a particular attention on the NREL
Phase VI wind turbine performance.
3.2.1 Amplitude and Wavelength
According to the first sub-objective presented in Sec.3.1, it is necessary to understand how
tubercle geometric parameters (i.e., amplitude and wavelength) affect blade aerodynamics.
Previous studies [106] showed that tubercle amplitude and wavelength play a large role
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in the aerodynamic performance of a wing or a blade, but neither study defined a way of
choosing those parameters such that performance enhancement can be achieved. Therefore,
the first research question related to the first sub-objective is:
First Research Question
How do tubercle amplitude and wavelength affect wind turbine performance?
Past research does not provide an answer to this question because some studies showed
positive results when small values of amplitude and wavelength were used [49, 51, 59],
while others noticed the opposite trend [29, 98]. Moreover, in all the past works, tubercle
geometric parameters have been chosen randomly without defining specific rules for their
selection. Therefore, since a systematic study on the effects of amplitude and wavelength
on wind turbine performance is missing, the hypothesis linked to the first research question
could be:
First Hypothesis
Specific values – or at least ranges – of amplitude and wavelength exist such that
wind turbine performance improvement can be achieved.
3.2.2 Spanwise Location
Another important element to consider in tubercle effects on wind turbine performance is
spanwise location. As described in Chapter 2, tubercles are not evenly distributed along the
humpback whale’s flipper span; they start at around 33% of the span and are more concen-
trated close to the tip. Thus, it is of interest to study how the spanwise location affects wind
turbine performance, and what happens when these effects are coupled with those given by
the geometric parameters (i.e., amplitude and wavelength). For these purposes, two other
research questions and the corresponding hypoteses are formulated:
Second Research Question
How does tubercle spanwise location affect wind turbine performance?
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Wind turbine blades can be divided into three main regions contributing differently to po-
wer generation (Sec.2.5.5); in particular, the second half of the blade (from midspan to the
tip) is the most influential in the energy production, therefore:
Second Hypothesis
Tubercle spanwise location will have relevant effects in wind turbine power
improvement; in particular, tubercles located from midspan to the tip will have
more positive effects since the second half of the blade is the most influential in the
energy production.
Third Research Question
What happens to turbine performance if amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise
location are considered as three design variables?
Third Hypothesis
Considering amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise location as three design
variables, it will be possible to identify a limited region in the design space where
performance improvements can be achieved.
3.2.3 Hypothesis Verification
In the following chapter, an in-depth analysis of the methodology used to verify the hypot-
heses presented above and to achieve the objectives listed in Sec.3.1 is developed. In par-
ticular, the work is divived into three phases: first, amplitude and wavelength effects on
the blade aerodynamic performance are analyzed by generating a two-dimensional design
of experiments (DoE); then, only the spanwise location of tubercles is considered as sin-
gle design variable to highlight the effects of the position of tubercles along the blade
span; finally, three design variables (amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle spanwise loca-
tion) are considered for the generation of a three-dimensional DoE. Figure 3.1 shows the
three hypotheses formulated to help in the achievement of the main objective of this work,
and the corresponding procedure used to verify each one of those.
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The main objective of this research is to give insights into the application of tubercles on the
leading edge of wind turbine blades to achieve performance improvements. As described
in Sec.3.2.3, the work is divided into three phases:
1. variation of tubercle amplitude and wavelength to analyze aerodynamic effects and
performance improvements in wind turbine performance;
2. analysis of the only tubercle position along the blade span to highlight its possible
influence in wind turbine performance;
3. variation of amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle spanwise location to evaluate aero-
dynamic effects and performance improvements.
For each of the above phase, the same methodology (Fig.4.1) has been implemented con-
sisting in the following steps:
1. blade parametrization,
2. design variable selection,
3. design of experiments (DoE),
4. computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis,
5. performance analysis,




The first step of the method consists in the geometry parametrization of the baseline
wind turbine blade and the blades with tubercles. Once the baseline model has been chosen,
the tubercles are generated by scaling the airfoil following a sinusoidal path and keeping
the trailing edge line fixed [51], as shown in Fig.4.2. Each airfoil chord varies by a quantity
∆c:







where A is the amplitude of tubercles, λ is the wavelength, and z is the location of the
section along the blade span (Fig.4.3). The new chord (c) at each airfoil section is gi-
ven by summing the original value of the chord at that section (c̄) with the ∆c previously
calculated:
c = c̄+ ∆c (4.2)
From the blade parametrization, it is possible to choose the blade parameters that become
design variables in the design of experiments generation.
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Figure 4.2: Tubercle representation. [51]
Figure 4.3: Representation of blade parameters.
A systematic analysis of tubercle effects on wind turbine performance is conducted in
this work; therefore, a design of experiments is used for the generation of tubercle configu-
rations to test. Depending on the number of the design variables involved, it is possible to
identify and choose the DoE scheme more suitable for the problem.
Although advanced sample strategies are available in the literature [20, 26, 38, 39, 71],
it has been decided to consider standard methods, including Latin hypercube sampling and
full factorial design, due to the low dimensionality (i.e., maximum of three dimensions)
of the problems faced in the present work. The Latin hypercube (Fig.4.4) permits a rich
sampling of the interior of the design space with high accuracy; but on the other hand,
it does not cover well the edges of the design space. For this reason, it is necessary to
consider also a full factorial DoE (Fig.4.4), that provides the accuracy on the edges of the
design space missing in the Latin hypercube design.
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Figure 4.4: Full factorial and Latin hypercube DoEs.
The regular blade and the blades with tubercles resulting from the DoE are tested in a
computational fluid dynamics software. In particular, a three-dimensional CFD analysis is
performed by using Star-CCM+ c© that embodies both mesh generation and CFD simula-
tion in a single code. This aspect reduces the risk of format incompatibility when handling
the mesh file, resulting in a faster and more efficient procedure.
The CFD results of the tubercle configurations are then analyzed and compared with
those of the baseline wind turbine blade. To better visualize the trends of the results, a sur-
rogate model is generated considering a polynomial response surface equation of second or
third order depending on the number of design variables involved. The general formulation
of the second order equation is the following:












βijxixj + ε (4.3)
























where y is the response, β and γ are regression coefficients, xi,j are the independent varia-
bles, and ε is the error associated with neglecting higher order effects, missing regressors,
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and inherent randomness of the response. The surrogate model is trained by using the CFD
results, and the goodness of fit is evaluated in terms ofR2 and normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE). R2 is defined as follows:
R2 = 1 − SSE
SST
(4.5)









(y − ȳ)2 (4.7)
with y representing the actual value of the function, ỹ the predicted value, and ȳ the mean
of the actual values. The root mean square error (RMSE) is the square root of the mean





where max(ytrain) and min(ytrain) are the maximum and minimum values of the response
for the training cases, respectively. The surrogate model generated must have an R2 close
to 1 and low values of NRMSE to be considered a good model. The resulting response is
visualized in contour plots that better capture the trend of the results in the design space;
from these plots, it will be possible to better analyze the performance effects of tubercles
on the leading edge of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade.
In the next section, the methodology described above is presented with more details
referring to the specific problem analyzed in this research work.
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4.2 Methodology Implementation
The methodology described in the previous section is now implemented to the specific test
case used in this work to achieve the final objective: get insights into the application of
tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades such that performance enhancement
can be achieved.
4.2.1 Blade Geometry and Design Variables
The baseline geometry considered is the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade. The main
reason for choosing such a simplified wind turbine rather than a modern multi-megawatt
machine is related to the availability of several experimental data coming from wind tunnel
tests conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center [48]. Moreover, a turbine with fixed
pitch and constant rotational speed is considered because once it has been demonstrated
that tubercles are able to increase the wind speed operative range for such a simplified
turbine, it is reasonable to suppose that they can work even better when pitch control and
variable rotational speed are introduced.
The NREL Phase VI wind turbine is a two-blade machine of 10 m diameter with a
rotational speed of 7.54 rad/s. The blades are twisted and tapered with a cylindrical section
at the root and an S809 airfoil section from 25% of the span to the tip (Fig.4.5). The yaw
angle is fixed at 0◦, and the blades are mounted to have a pitch angle of 3◦. A fixed pitch
rotor is considered in this study to keep the overall cost of the system low. Tubercles are
applied to the leading edge of the baseline blade as described in Sec.4.1.
Once the blade parametrization is completed, it is necessary to choose the design vari-
ables useful for the DoE generation. For simplicity, non-dimensional values of amplitude







(a) Blade drawing [48]
(b) CAD model










where c0 is the chord length at the blade root, R is the length of the blade, and z0 defines
the starting location along the span where tubercles are placed. Noticeably, amplitude and
wavelength do not vary as a function of z, even though it is reasonable to consider their
variation since the flow over a wind turbine blade changes along the span; however, in this
preliminary study, it has been decided to analyze the effects of constant values of A and λ
along the span. A representation of the three design variables (amplitude, wavelength, and
starting spanwise location) is provided in Fig.4.3.
Since it is necessary to conduct a validation of the results, the regular NREL Phase VI
blade is generated first. Then, several blades with tubercles are created corresponding to the
different tubercle configurations resulting from the design of experiments. Two examples
of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade with tubercles are represented in Fig.4.6: a full-
blade tubercle configuration in Fig.4.6(a) where tubercles cover the entire blade span, and
a blade with tubercles starting at z0 in Fig.4.6(b).
4.2.2 Design of Experiments
As presented in Chapter 3, the work is divided into three phases according to the three
sub-objectives to achieve, and the corresponding three hypotheses to validate, as summa-
rized in Fig.4.7. First, amplitude and wavelength effects are analyzed by generating a
two-dimensional DoE; then, only tubercle spanwise location is considered as single de-
sign variable (one-dimensional DoE); and finally, the effects of amplitude, wavelength, and




Figure 4.6: NREL Phase VI blade with tubercles.
Figure 4.7: Hypotheses and verification methods.
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Table 4.1: Two design variable DoE ranges.
Design Variable Range
Ā [0.01 − 0.05]
λ̄ [0.016 − 0.075]
Figure 4.8: Two design variable DoE.
The first part of the study analyzes the effects of non-dimensional amplitude and non-
dimensional wavelength (Sec.4.2.1) on wind turbine performance. These two geometric
parameters are considered design variables for the generation of a two-dimensional Latin
hypercube DoE with 10 points per dimension. Design variable ranges are chosen to ge-
nerate reasonable geometries, and they are listed in Table 4.1. The resulting design space
is illustrated in Fig.4.8, where each dot represents one of the 20 tubercle configurations
generated.
In the second part of the work, amplitude and wavelength are fixed and the non-dimensional
spanwise location (z̄0) (Sec.4.2.1) is considered as a single design variable. Six tubercle
configurations are generated by dividing the regular NREL blade into six sections, corre-
sponding to six values of z̄0: 0.4, 0.51, 0.62, 0.74, 0.85, and 0.95 (Fig.4.9).
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Figure 4.9: NREL blade sections corresponding to the six values of z̄0.
Table 4.2: Three design variable DoE ranges.
Design Variable Range
Ā [0.01 − 0.05]
λ̄ [0.016 − 0.075]
Npeaks [1 −NpeaksMax]
The last phase of the study considers three design variables: non-dimensional ampli-
tude, non-dimensional wavelength, and the number of tubercle peaks (Npeaks), which substi-
tutes the non-dimensional spanwise location z̄0. The ranges for non-dimensional amplitude
and wavelength are the same as those used before (see Table 4.1); whereas, the Npeaks is
bounded between 1 and the maximum number of peaks that can cover the whole blade span
(NpeaksMax). Ranges for the three design variables described above are listed in Table 4.2.
NpeaksMax is a function of the non-dimensional wavelength (λ̄), found by calculating the
portion of blade covered by tubercles (ztub) and the resulting z0 (Fig.4.10), which are:




z0 = R− ztub (4.13)
where Npeaks − 1 is the number of tubercle troughs, and R is the length of the blade. There-
fore, the maximum number of tubercle peaks can be found by setting ztub equal to the blade
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Figure 4.10: Representation of blade parameters.











Thirty cases are first generated by a Latin hypercube DoE. Since this type of DoE resulted
in an unsatisfying coverage of the design space close to the edges (Fig.4.11(a)), a full
factorial with three points per dimension is added to the Latin hypercube. In Fig.4.11,
Latin hypercube, full factorial, and the summation of the two DoEs are illustrated. For
simplicity, results are shown considering a non-dimensional value of ztub that corresponds





All the tubercle configurations generated by the DoEs have been tested by using three-
dimensional CFD simulations.
4.2.3 Numerical Method
Several previous studies simulated both the baseline NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade
[19, 65, 67, 68, 87, 89] and the same blade with geometry modifications [18]. In the present




(c) Latin hypercube + full factorial
Figure 4.11: DoE with three design variables.
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six wind speeds, which are the same ones used in the wind tunnel tests conducted at the
NASA Ames Research Center [48]: 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s. The flow is assumed
to be steady, incompressible, and fully turbulent; even if unsteady phenomena generally
characterize the flow at high wind speeds (from 15 m/s), Zhang and Wu [106] showed
that the unsteady behaviors of localized vortices have a very limited effect on the overall
aerodynamic performance of wind turbine blades. Therefore, Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations with the k − ω SST turbulence model are used in the analysis.
The k − ω SST model in combination with a y+ ≤ 1 prism layer mesh is able to capture
the laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition [5, 72], even though a fully turbulent
assumption has been made. The Reynolds number of the NREL Phase VI blade falls in the
low value range (104 − 106); Fig.4.12 shows its variation along the blade span, considering
10 and 20 m/s of wind speed.
The fluid domain is discretized by using a trimmer mesh, and 50 prism layers with
y+ ≤ 1 are generated close to the blade surface. An example of the surface mesh on
the NREL wind turbine blade with tubercles is shown in Fig.4.13. A block around the
blade is created to refine the mesh in that area (Fig.4.14), and the total number of cells
characterizing the mesh is about 21 million. A sensitivity study has been conducted to
determine the adequate mesh resolution; three mesh densities are generated (i.e., coarse
4×106, medium 21×106, and fine 56×106) to examine if the employed mesh is sufficient
for the flow analysis. The sensitivity analysis plot is represented in Fig.4.15.
Based on previous studies [5, 90, 101, 106], the fluid domain around the blade is built
with a radius of 6R; the inlet boundary is located 2R upstream and the outlet at 7R do-
wnstream of the blade, where R is the length of the blade. Preliminary simulations have
shown that the flow is unaffected by these domain dimensions. Only one turbine blade is
numerically simulated, assuming that the flow is rotationally periodic about the rotation
axis. The fluid domain and the boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig.4.16.
Table 4.3 summarizes the mesh and simulation settings applied in this work.
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Figure 4.12: Reynolds number values along the NREL Phase VI blade span for two wind
speeds.
(a) Mesh at the leading edge
(b) Mesh at the trailing edge
Figure 4.13: Surface mesh on the NREL blade with tubercles.
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Figure 4.14: Meshed domain with a refinement block around the blade.
Figure 4.15: Mesh sensitivity study for NREL Phase VI blade at 10 m/s of wind speed.
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Turbulence model k − ω SST
Mesh Trimmer
50 prism layers with y+ ≤ 1
∼ 21 million cells
Fluid domain Radius = 6R
Inlet at 2R upstream
Outlet at 7R downstream
Boundary conditions Inlet = velocity inlet
Outlet = flowsplit outlet
Symmetry plane = symmetric (periodic)
Blade = wall
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(a) Inlet (b) Outlet
(c) Symmetry plane (d) Blade
Figure 4.16: Boundary conditions of the fluid domain.
4.2.3.1 Validation
The same numerical settings described in the previous section have been applied to the
validation process. As mentioned in Sec.4.2.1, the NREL Phase VI blade has been chosen
as the baseline geometry since several experimental data are available from Hand et al [48].
In particular, the pressure coefficients at different blade span sections and the overall shaft
torque have been validated.









where p∞ is the pressure of the free-stream flow, ρ is the air density, U∞ is the free-stream
velocity, r is the span location of the airfoil section considered, and ω is the rotational
speed of the wind turbine blade. The pressure coefficient is calculated at five different span
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locations (i.e., 30%, 47%, 63%, 80%, 95%), and considering four wind speeds (i.e., 5, 10,
15, 20 m/s). The results are reported in Fig.4.17 - 4.20. For the lower wind speeds (i.e.,
5 and 10 m/s), a good agreement is found for all five spanwise sections (Fig.4.17,4.18).
However, for higher wind speeds (i.e., 15 and 20 m/s), the results do not seem to perfectly
match the experimental data due to the stall behavior of the blade (Fig.4.19, and 4.20).
At 10 m/s, a flow separation starts at mid-span of the blade and this region of separation
moves toward the tip as the wind speed increases. At 15 m/s, the stall region grows and
the RANS equations do not seem to be able to predict the pressure distribution over the
blade (Fig.4.19), as already shown in previous research [5, 90, 101, 106]. Considering a
wind speed of 20 m/s (Fig.4.20), the blade is in a deep stall and the flow is separated over
the entire span; however, the RANS equations give a reasonably good prediction of the
pressure distribution over the blade. Similar findings have been reported in prior studies
[58, 72, 79, 90, 101, 106].
In Fig.4.21(a), the shaft torque of the baseline blade obtained from the CFD analysis is
compared with the experimental data [48], and in Fig.4.21(b), the same values are plotted
with results from previous works [5, 90, 101, 106]. These plots show that good agreement
between the experimental data and CFD results has been achieved, with the latter lying
inside the 1σ error bar provided by Hand et al. Ref.[48].
4.2.4 Performance Analysis
CFD results in terms of shaft torque, power, and annual energy production of tubercle con-
figurations are compared with the baseline model. Before going into the details presented
in Chapter 5, a brief description of the equations used is given in this section.
The power (P ) is evaluated by multiplying the shaft torque (T ) coming from the CFD
simulations with the rotational speed (ω = 7.54 rad/s). The values of P as a funtion of six
wind speeds (U = 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 20 m/s) are compared with the baseline values. More
details about shaft torque and power results are reported in Chapter 5.
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(a) 30% span (b) 47% span
(c) 63% span (d) 80% span
(e) 95% span
Figure 4.17: Pressure coefficient at five different span locations of the blade with 5 m/s of
wind speed.
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(a) 30% span (b) 47% span
(c) 63% span (d) 80% span
(e) 95% span
Figure 4.18: Pressure coefficient at five different span locations of the blade with 10 m/s
of wind speed.
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(a) 30% span (b) 47% span
(c) 63% span (d) 80% span
(e) 95% span
Figure 4.19: Pressure coefficient at five different span locations of the blade with 15 m/s
of wind speed.
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(a) 30% span (b) 47% span
(c) 63% span (d) 80% span
(e) 95% span
Figure 4.20: Pressure coefficient at five different span locations of the blade with 20 m/s
of wind speed.
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(a) Experimental data and CFD results. (b) Experimental data, CFD results and previous re-
search results.
Figure 4.21: Shaft torque result comparison.
Another parameter for the performance evaluation of the NREL Phase VI blade with
tubercles is the annual energy production. AEP is defined as the energy produced by a
turbine in a whole year:
AEP = P · 365 · 24 (4.17)
where P is the average power produced by the wind turbine, 365 are the days in a year, and
24 are the hours per day. The average power (P ) is the integral of the power produced at a




P (U) p (U) dU (4.18)



















where U and U are the wind speed and the mean wind speed values, respectively. The
Rayleigh probability function gives a reasonable approximation of the wind distribution,
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(a) U = 8 m/s (b) U = 10 m/s
(c) U = 16 m/s (d) U = 20 m/s
Figure 4.22: Wind probability distribution curve for different mean wind speeds.
centering its peak at low wind speeds (up to 15 m/s), which are more realistic wind condi-
tions. Examples of wind probability distribution curves at mean wind speeds of 8, 10, 16,
and 20 m/s are given in Fig.4.22
The power P (U) is given by the shaft torque T (U) obtained by a spline interpolation
of the discrete torque values resulting from the CFD analysis multiplied by the rotational
speed ω (7.54 rad/s):
P (U) = T (U)ω (4.20)
For the calculation of the AEP, eight values of the mean wind speed (U ) are considered in
a range between 6 and 20 m/s: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 m/s . The final results are
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which is the difference between the AEP of the i-th case (AEPi) and the value of the regular
NREL Phase VI blade (AEPNREL) divided by AEPNREL.
4.2.5 Surrogate Modeling
Due to the scattered characteristic of data collected via CFD analysis, a surrogate modeling
technique is used to investigate the behavior of performance parameters across the entire
design space. In particular, this section reports the surrogate model formulations used for
the analysis of results obtained with two-and three-dimensional DoEs (Sec.4.2.2).
4.2.5.1 Two-dimensional DoE
To better visualize the evolution in power improvement given by tubercles at different wind
speeds, a surrogate model is generated. In particular, a second order polynomial response
surface [17, 20, 84] is fitted on the CFD data to identify trends in the non-dimensonal po-
wer improvement (∆P ) as a function of non-dimensional amplitude and non-dimensional
wavelength. The second order equation used is the following:
ŷ(x∗) = C1Ā
2 + C2λ̄
2 + C3Āλ̄+ C4Ā+ C5λ̄+ C6 (4.22)
where x∗ is the evaluation point, and Ci are the polynomial coefficients. The function ∆P i
is defined as:
∆P i =
P (U)i − P (U)NREL
P (U)NREL
(4.23)
which is the difference between the power of a CFD case (P (U)i) and of the regular NREL
(P (U)NREL) at the same speed U normalized by the NREL power (P (U)NREL). The 20
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blades generated by the Latin hypercube DoE (Sec.4.2.2) are necessary to train the surro-
gate model, and the resulting coefficients Ci are used for the evaluation of ∆P i. Five wind
speeds (i.e., 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s) are considered for the generation of five different
surrogate models. Residuals (Res) are calculated as:
Resi = ∆P traini − ∆P predi (4.24)
where ∆P traini and ∆P predi are the ∆P of each training case and the corresponding pre-
dicted value, respectively. As presented in Sec.4.1, the goodness of fit of the models is
evaluated in terms of R2 and normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), which in this
case is defined as follows:
NRMSE =
RMSE
max(∆P train) −min(∆P train)
(4.25)
4.2.5.2 Three-dimensional DoE
The main goal of this work is to give insights into the application of tubercles on the NREL
Phase VI blades to achieve performance enhancement. To reach this objective, a third order
polynomial response surface [17, 20, 84] is fitted on the CFD data to reveal the evolution
of the shaft torque as a function of three design variables: non-dimensional amplitude (Ā),
non-dimensional wavelength (λ̄), and non-dimensional span coverage (z̄tub). The following



















tub + C14Āλ̄+ C15Āz̄tub+
+ C16λ̄z̄tub + C17Ā+ C18λ̄+ C19z̄tub + C20 (4.26)
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where x∗ is the evaluation point, and Ci are the polynomial coefficients. The 57 cases
generated by Latin hypercube and full factorial DoEs (Sec.4.2.2) are considered training
points for the surrogate model, and the resulting polynomial coefficients are used for the





where Ti is the shaft torque value of a tubercle configuration evaluated by the surrogate
model, and TNREL is the torque of the regular NREL blade. Similar to what has been done
for the two-dimensional DoE (Sec.4.2.5.1), the same five wind speeds (i.e., 7, 10, 13, 15,
and 20 m/s) are considered for the generation of five surrogate models. The wind speed
could be considered as the fourth design variable, but that approach would have led to
a four-dimensional design space, which is extremely challenging to visualize. Residuals
(Res) are calculated as:
Resi = ∆T traini − ∆T predi (4.28)
where ∆T traini and ∆T predi are the ∆T of each training case and the corresponding pre-
dicted value, respectively. Two of the training cases with maximum and minimum Res are
excluded for the surrogate model generation, and the model is trained again for the good-
ness of fit evaluation in terms of R2 and NRMSE. R2 is calculated as described in Sec.4.1,
and the RMSE is normalized considering the difference between maximum and minimum
values of ∆T train:
NRMSE =
RMSE
max(∆T train) −min(∆T train)
(4.29)
4.3 Simulation Framework
The steps listed and described in Sec.4.2 are combined and coded in a simulation frame-
work as illustrated in Fig.4.23. First, a DoE is used to generate the cases (xi) that will be
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tested to sample the design space. Then, each tubercle configuration xi is passed to the
simulation framework, which involves a geometry creation, a mesh computation, and the
CFD simulation. The generation of each blade geometry requires several minutes, depen-
ding on the complexity of tubercle configuration, and it is saved in an STL file. Before
deciding to use the STL format to handle blade geometries, several computer-aided de-
sign (CAD) software packages were considered: SolidWorks c©, SolidEdge c©, CATIA c©,
AutoCAD c©, and Blender c©. All the geometry formats available in these software packa-
ges were affected by several issues when imported into the mesher (specifically the Star-
CCM+ c© mesher), as summarized in Table 4.4. The only way to overcome this geometry
file incompatibility was to write a custom MATLAB c© script that is able to generate the
blade geometry STL file from the given geometric parameters (including also the design
variables).
Once the geometry creation process has been completed, the resulting STL file is im-
ported into Star-CCM+ for mesh generation. This step is highly computationally expen-
sive since the resulting meshes consist of about 21 million cells (Sec.4.2.3); on average,
it requires more than 30 minutes for each case, depending on the geometry complexity.
Star-CCM+ software is used because it embodies both the mesh generation and the CFD
simulation in a single code. This aspect reduces the risk of format incompatibility when
handling the mesh file, resulting in a faster and more efficient procedure.
Each three-dimensional CFD simulation requires around 24 hours, meaning that since
each case has to be evaluated at six wind speeds (i.e., 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s), the
total simulation time per DoE sample is around 144 hours. Considering that the three
design variable DoE consists of 57 samples (Sec.4.2.2), running these simulations on a
single desktop computer would have required a total of 340 days. To reduce this enormous
amount of computational time, the framework has been adapted to work with the HPC
(high-performance computing) resources available through the Georgia Tech Partnership
for Advanced Performance Computing (PACE) cluster, as represented in Fig.4.24. With the
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Table 4.4: Summary of errors when different CAD formats have been imported in Star-
CCM+.
CAD File Format Star-CCM+ errors
.stl problems in importing the geometry
.iges problems in mesh generation
.step problems in importing geometries with low wavelength values
parallel implementation it is possible to run an average of three simulations simultaneously
by using 3 cluster nodes of 12 processors each. In this way, the total computational time
required to simulate an entire DoE is considerably reduced (to about three months for the
specific three design variable DoE). Figure 4.24 presents a schematic representation of the
master (local) machine where the DoEs are generated, and how the simulation framework
is replicated in each node of the Georgia Tech cluster. The final simulation files have been
moved to the local machine for the post-processing phase, where by using MATLAB, Star-
CCM+, and Paraview c© it was possible to analyze the results and create plots to easily
visualize them.
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Figure 4.23: Simulation framework.





This chapter analyzes the CFD results in terms of shaft torque and annual energy production
by comparing them with the baseline blade. Physical phenomena involved in the tubercle
working principle are also described to better understand performance improvement or
degradation given by the application of tubercles on the NREL Phase VI blade. The result
analysis is divided into three steps, depending on the number of design variables involved
in the DoE generation:
• two design variables (tubercle amplitude and wavelength);
• one design variable (starting spanwise location); and
• three design variables (amplitude, wavelength, and span coverage).
5.2 Two Design Variable DoE
In the first phase of this work, a Latin hypercube design of experiments (Sec.4.2.2) with
two design variables (i.e., non-dimensional amplitude and non-dimensional wavelength)
has been considered for the generation of 20 tubercle configurations to test by a three-
dimensional CFD analysis. The ranges of the design variables are reported in Table 4.1,
and the resulting sample points in the design space are represented in Fig.4.8.
Results of the 20 blades in terms of shaft torque are plotted in Fig.5.1 and compared
with the baseline blade. All the cases generated by the DoE show a negligible difference
in the shaft torque at 5 and 7 m/s of wind speed; at 10 m/s, tubercles have a strong
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negative effect, which decreases with movement toward the off-design condition (i.e., 20
m/s). In particular, between 13 and 15 m/s, the shaft torque values start to approach those
of the baseline until having reached 20 m/s, they significantly increase. Similar trends are
noticible in the power comparison represented in Fig.5.2, where the power is calculated
by multiplying the shaft torque for the constant rotational speed of the wind turbine (i.e.,
7.54 rad/s). As mentioned in Sec.4.2.5.1, due to the scattered characteristic of the CFD
data, a surrogate model is generated to better visualize the evolution in power improvement
(∆P ) given by tubercles at different wind speeds. Five surrogate models are generated,
corresponding to five different wind speeds (i.e., 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s). Each model
is trained by using the 20 DoE cases (Sec.4.2.2), and the goodness of fit is evaluated in
terms of R2 and NRMSE (Sec.4.2.5.1). Table 5.1 reports the resulting values of R2 and
NRMSE for the five surrogate models. Most of the R2 values are very close to 1 with low
NRMSE. At 13 and 15 m/s, the surrogate model does not seem to work perfectly since R2
moves away from 1, resulting in 0.88 at 13 m/s and 0.91 at 15 m/s; moreover, the NRMSE
is slightly higher than the other wind speeds (around 7%). The reason for that is probably
linked to the complexity of flow conditions at those two wind speeds, since they correspond
to a transitional region between design and off-design regimes.
Looking at the overall R2 and NRMSE values, it is possible to affirm the goodness
of the surrogate models generated that is confirmed by some plots representing the actual
versus predicted (Fig.5.3(a)) and residual versus predicted (Fig.5.3(b)) values. In Fig.5.3,
those plots refer to a wind speed of 10 m/s; in particular, Fig.5.3(a) represents the DoE
cases (black dots) distributed along the fit line (red line) without any relevant clumping;
Fig.5.3(b) shows how they are randomly spread without any particular pattern. These
two characteristics (i.e., no clumping, no pattern) confirm the good prediction of the non-
dimensional power improvement (∆P ) given by the generated surrogate models. Contour
plots of ∆P (Sec.4.2.5.1) predicted at 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s of wind speed are reported
in Fig.5.4. As expected, the best tubercle configuration at the design condition (i.e., 10
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Table 5.1: R2 and NRMSE for the five surrogate models with two design variables.






m/s; Fig.5.4(b)) is close to the baseline blade geometry with an amplitude approaching
0 and the wavelength going to infinity. Moving from the design to off-design conditions,
there is an opposite trend with a transition phase at 15 m/s. In particular, at 20 m/s of wind
speed, the highest power improvement (more than 40%) seems to be achieved in the area
of the design space where tubercles are characterized by high amplitude (between 0.045
and 0.05) and low wavelength (between 0.016 and 0.025), meaning pronounced tubercles
very close to each other.
The reason for these results can be explained looking at the physical phenomenon be-
hind tubercles. Previous studies [33, 49, 50, 51, 78] showed how leading edge sinusoidal
modifications redirect and accelerate the oncoming flow to their troughs, where vorticity
of alternate sign leads to the development of counter-rotating vortices that re-energize the
boundary layer, delaying flow separation. The deviation of the flow due to tubercles is
visible in Fig.5.5 where the streamlines on the regular NREL blade are compared with a
representative blade with leading edge bumps (Case 7). Figure 5.6 shows the limiting stre-
amlines on the suction sides of both blades at the design condition (i.e., 10 m/s), underlying
the presence of vortices generated by tubercles. The regular blade (Fig.5.6(a)) is characte-
rized by a transitional region in the first half of the span with some flow moving from root
to midspan; on the second half of the blade, the flow is unperturbed and attached to the sur-
face. Looking at the blade with tubercles (Fig.5.6(b)), the development of counter-rotating
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(a) Cases 1-5 (b) Cases 6-10
(c) Cases 11-15 (d) Cases 16-20
Figure 5.1: Torque comparison of the 20 CFD cases with the baseline blade.
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(a) Cases 1-5 (b) Cases 6-10
(c) Cases 11-15 (d) Cases 16-20
Figure 5.2: Power comparison of the 20 CFD cases with the baseline blade.
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(a) Actual vs Predicted (b) Residual vs Predicted
Figure 5.3: Goodness of fit of the surrogate model with two design variables considering
10 m/s of wind speed.
vortices, which seem to have stronger intensity moving toward the blade tip, is probably
due to the increase of the flow’s relative velocity. These vortices affect the original laminar
flow in the second half of the blade, leading to a degradation in performance. To better
capture the effects of tubercles on blade aerodynamics, this study considers an off-design
condition at which the blade is in a full stall; in fact, at 20 m/s of wind speed, the blade is
characterized by a visible strong spanwise flow going from the root to the tip (Fig.5.7). In
this particular condition, the vortices generated by tubercles seem to prevent the spanwise
flow diffusion, leading to a reduction in the stall strength and to an improvement in the ae-
rodynamic performance. This phenomenon is more visible in Fig.5.8, where the spanwise
relative velocity is plotted on a cross section of the regular blade and of Case 7. There is a
strong deceleration of the spanwise flow, especially close to the leading edge due to the ef-
fects of the counter-rotating vortices, which seem to act like a wall slowing down a portion
of the spanwise flow. This phenomenon leads to a reduction in the blade stall strength and
to an improvement in the aerodynamic performance.
Another important element to consider in the physical analysis of tubercles is the tip
vortex. Looking at the comparison between the tip vortices generated by the regular NREL
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(a) 7 m/s (b) 10 m/s
(c) 13 m/s (d) 15 m/s
(e) 20 m/s
Figure 5.4: ∆P contour plots at different wind speeds.
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(a) NREL Phase VI
(b) Case 7
Figure 5.5: Streamlines on regular and modified blades.
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(a) NREL Phase VI
(b) Case 7
Figure 5.6: Limiting streamlines on the suction side at 10 m/s of wind speed.
(a) NREL Phase VI
(b) Case 7
Figure 5.7: Limiting streamlines on the suction side at 20 m/s of wind speed.
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(a) NREL Phase VI
(b) Case 7
Figure 5.8: Spanwise relative velocity on a cross-section at 20 m/s of wind speed.
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(a) NREL Phase VI at 10 m/s (b) Case 7 at 10 m/s
(c) NREL Phase VI at 20 m/s (d) Case 7 at 20 m/s
Figure 5.9: Tip vortex on the regular and modified blades.
blade and the blade with tubercles (Fig.5.9), the presence of leading edge bumps affects the
tip vortex intensity, especially in the off-design conditions (i.e., 20 m/s) (Fig.5.9(d)). This
phenomenon is confirmed by looking at the vorticity behind the regular blade and the two
representative CFD cases (i.e., Cases 7 and 15) (Fig.5.10): the strength of the tip vortex is
affected by the presence of tubercles, and depending on the shape of the last tubercle (i.e.,
ending with a peak, Fig.5.10(b), or a trough, Fig.5.10(c)), the effect can be different. The
reason is probably linked to the direction of the last counter-rotating vortex that can have
a positive or a negative effect on the tip vortex interaction. A better understanding of the
tip vortex effect and its relation with the geometry of the last tubercle requires a deeper
analysis.
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(a) NREL Phase VI
(b) Case 7
(c) Case 15
Figure 5.10: Vorticity behind the blade tip at 20 m/s of wind speed.
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Results in terms of annual energy production for mean wind speeds of 8, 10, 16, and
20 m/s are reported in Fig.5.11, where each dot represents a negative value of ∆AEP
(Sec.4.2.4), and the dot size is a function of its magnitude: the bigger the dot, the higher
the AEP reduction (more details about these results are presented in Table D.1 in Appendix
D). The reason there is an AEP degradation across the entire design space can be linked
to the type of wind turbine considered in this work (i.e., NREL Phase VI) combined with
the Rayleigh distribution used in the AEP calculation (Sec.4.2.4). In particular, the NREL
Phase VI has its design condition at 10 m/s; therefore, to reach the off-design regime
at which tubercles work better, the wind speed must be close to 20 m/s for that specific
wind turbine. Unfortunately, in the AEP calculation, the Rayleigh wind distribution gives
more relevance to lower wind speeds (up to 15 m/s) – considered more realistic values
– rather than very high wind speeds such as 20 m/s (Fig.4.22). This means that in the
AEP calculation for the NREL Phase VI blade, the shaft torque improvement reached in
the off-design condition is penalized and considered less relevant than the degradation at
10 m/s. The Rayleigh probability function gives a reasonable approximation of the wind
distribution, because it is centered to low wind speeds considered more realistic conditions;
therefore, the main reason of the AEP negative results is related to the specific wind turbine
considered in this work (i.e., NREL Phase VI), and its design and off-design wind speed
conditions.
5.3 One Design Variable DoE
The humpback whale flippers have a non-uniform distribution of tubercles, as visible in
Fig.1.11; they start at around 33% of the span and are more concentrated close to the tip.
An interesting question derives from this observation: does the position of tubercles along
the blade span affect wind turbine performance? To answer this question, six tubercle
locations are considered with non-dimensional amplitude and wavelength fixed at 0.0144
and 0.0191, respectively (corresponding to Case 7 in the DoE in Sec.5.2). In particular,
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(a) U = 8 m/s (b) U = 10 m/s
(c) U = 16 m/s (d) U = 20 m/s
Figure 5.11: ∆AEP improvement.
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six blades are tested with different non-dimensional starting spanwise location z̄0 (Fig.4.9,
Sec.4.2.2): 0.4, 0.51, 0.62, 0.74, 0.85, and 0.95. The six blades generated are represented
in Fig.5.12.
In Fig.5.13, CFD results are compared with the regular NREL and with the full-blade
tubercle configuration, which is the baseline blade with tubercles on the entire span. In
terms of shaft torque, there is a similarity in trends found in Sec.5.2: tubercles improve
performance in the off-design condition, meaning very high wind speeds (20 m/s), but
they have negative effects with movement toward the design point (10 m/s). This obser-
vation is correct for all the blades tested except for Case 6, which shows a positive peak
at 10 m/s and similar values to the regular blade at the other wind speeds. As described
in Sec.5.2, there are two main phenomena affecting the performance of wind turbine bla-
des with leading edge tubercles: spanwise flow blockage and tip vortex effect. To better
understand these two phenomena, it is necessary to analyze limiting streamlines (Fig.5.14,
Fig.5.21), and pressure distribution (Fig.5.15, Fig.5.22) on the blade surface.
The blockage effect is more relevant when the blade is fully stalled, meaning when a
strong spanwise flow moves from the root to the blade tip. Therefore, since the NREL
Phase VI blade has its design condition at 10 m/s of wind speed, it is necessary to reach
20 m/s to better capture tubercle effects. The limiting streamlines at 20 m/s (Fig.5.14)
indicate a strong spanwise flow over the entire blade in all the tubercle configurations con-
sidered, but to better capture tubercle effects it is necessary to look at the static pressure
distribution on the suction side of the blades (Fig.5.15). All the cases tested (except Case
6) are characterized by low pressure regions exactly where tubercles begin due to the im-
mediate blockage of the spanwise flow. This leads to a positive effect in the shaft torque
in the off-design condition, as shown in Fig.5.13. Conversely, Case 6 (Fig.5.15(h)) that
has tubercles only at the tip does not exhibit a relevant spanwise flow blockage effect,
resulting in a pressure distribution very similar to the regular wind turbine blade with an in-
significant difference at the blade tip. This similarity is the reason that shaft torque values
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(a) Case 1: 40% of R (b) Case 2: 51% of R
(c) Case 3: 62% of R (d) Case 4: 74% of R
(e) Case 5: 85% of R (f) Case 6: 95% of R
Figure 5.12: Tubercle configurations with different z0.
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(a) Case 1: 40% of R (b) Case 2: 51% of R
(c) Case 3: 62% of R (d) Case 4: 74% of R
(e) Case 5: 85% of R (f) Case 6: 95% of R
Figure 5.13: Shaft torque comparison between the regular NREL blade, the baseline tuber-
cle configuration, and the six simulated blades.
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for that specific case are very close to those of the baseline at high wind speed conditi-
ons (Fig.5.13(f)). A better visualization of blockage effects can be shown by plotting the
spanwise flow at different blade sections (Fig.5.16−Fig.5.20). In particular, looking at the
comparison between a representative tubercle configuration (Case 2) and the regular blade
(Fig.5.16−Fig.5.20), tubercles have a strong effect on the spanwise flow immediately after
the exact point where they are placed, and also at around 85−90% of the blade length. In
Fig.5.16, there is a comparison between the cross-sectional spanwise flow of a representa-
tive CFD case (Case 2) and the regular NREL blade at the exact point where tubercles start
(51% of blade length). The flow has a strong deceleration in Case 2 due to the presence
of tubercles; after that point (Fig.5.17), the spanwise flow accelerates again until it has re-
ached the 85−95% of the blade length (Fig.5.18, Fig.5.19), where the tubercle blockage
effect appears again. Moving closer to the blade tip (Fig.5.20), the influence of tip vortex
becomes stronger and more visible, negatively affecting the blockage effect. At lower wind
speeds (e.g., 10 m/s), the NREL Phase VI blade is at the design condition; therefore, the
spanwise flow affects only a small portion of the blade root shown in Fig.5.21(a). In this
case, the blockage effect results are less powerful and less visible compared to that in the
off-design condition where the blade is fully stalled. The limiting streamlines in Fig.5.21
show that the presence of tubercles affects, in particular, the second half of the blade by
generating counter-rotating vortices that perturb the original flow (Fig.5.21(a)). Moreover,
when tubercles are placed between 51% and 62% of the span (Cases 2 and 3, Fig.5.21(d)
and (e)), or close to the tip (Case 6, Fig.5.21(h)), the recirculation area on the first half
of the blade disappears. Tubercle perturbation effects on the second half of the blade are
more visible in the pressure distribution plotted in Fig.5.22. From the comparison with the
baseline model, it is possible to observe that all the tubercle configurations except Case 6
show a higher pressure, especially in the area where tubercles start. Conversely, the pre-
sence of tubercles only at the tip (Case 6) positively affects flow (Fig.5.21(h)) and static
pressure (Fig.5.15(h)) of the whole blade, resulting in a wider pressure area (Fig.5.15(h)).
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(a) Regular NREL (b) Full-blade configuration
(c) Case 1: 40% of R (d) Case 2: 51% of R
(e) Case 3: 62% of R (f) Case 4: 74% of R
(g) Case 5: 85% of R (h) Case 6: 95% of R
Figure 5.14: Limiting streamlines at 20 m/s of wind speed.
This effect seems to be related to the interaction between tubercles and tip vortex, which is
also affected by the geometry of the last tubercle, as described in Sec.5.2.
From the AEP improvement point of view, ∆AEP (Sec.4.2.4) results are reported in
Table 5.2, while plots in Fig.5.23 and Fig.5.24 compare the AEP of the regular NREL Phase
VI blade (red line) with the AEP of the six cases tested in this work (black dots). Only Case
6 (tubercles only at the blade tip) shows an AEP improvement for all the mean wind speeds
considered in the calculation, with a peak at 8 m/s. These AEP results are completely
different compared to those obtained in Sec.5.2, which shows only AEP degradation. This
means that to reach an improvement in the annual energy production it is necessary to
consider also the position of tubercles along the blade span, with particular attention to
the second half of the blade and close to the blade tip. This aspect is investigated in the
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(a) NREL Phase VI (b) Full-blade configuration
(c) Case 1: 40% of R (d) Case 2: 51% of R
(e) Case 3: 62% of R (f) Case 4: 74% of R
(g) Case 5: 85% of R (h) Case 6: 95% of R
























Figure 5.20: Cross-sectional spanwise flow close to the tip for a wind speed of 20 m/s.
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(a) Regular NREL (b) Full-blade configuration
(c) Case 1: 40% of R (d) Case 2: 51% of R
(e) Case 3: 62% of R (f) Case 4: 74% of R
(g) Case 5: 85% of R (h) Case 6: 95% of R
Figure 5.21: Limiting streamlines at 10 m/s of wind speed.
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(a) NREL Phase VI (b) Full-blade configuration
(c) Case 1: 40% of R (d) Case 2: 51% of R
(e) Case 3: 62% of R (f) Case 4: 74% of R
(g) Case 5: 85% of R (h) Case 6: 95% of R
Figure 5.22: Static pressure on the suction side of the blades at 10 m/s.
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Table 5.2: ∆AEP.
U [m/s] Full-blade Model Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
6 -0.1380 -0.1416 -0.1102 -0.0708 -0.1232 -0.0586 0.0826
8 -0.1707 -0.1753 -0.1322 -0.0847 -0.1488 -0.0858 0.0848
10 -0.1730 -0.1765 -0.1258 -0.0744 -0.1434 -0.0975 0.0751
12 -0.1671 -0.1687 -0.1135 -0.0594 -0.1310 -0.1015 0.0665
14 -0.1605 -0.1603 -0.1024 -0.0464 -0.1196 -0.1025 0.0603
16 -0.1549 -0.1533 -0.0936 -0.0363 -0.1105 -0.1023 0.0559
18 -0.1505 -0.1478 -0.0870 -0.0286 -0.1035 -0.1019 0.0529
20 -0.1470 -0.1435 -0.0819 -0.0228 -0.0982 -0.1013 0.0507
three design variable study (Sec.4.2.2) for which results are presented in the next section
(Sec.5.4).
5.4 Three Design Variable DoE
It is interesting now to analyze the effects of tubercles when amplitude, wavelength, and
spanwise location are considered as three design variables. In particular, as described in
Sec.4.2.2, the non-dimensional starting spanwise location z̄0 in Sec.5.3 has been substituted
by the number of tubercle peaks (Npeaks), which are counted starting from the blade tip
since that area is considered the most influential in power production (Sec.5.3). Moreover,
the blade geometries are generated such that each blade starts and ends with a peak to
have comparable aerodynamic performance (Fig.5.25). The three design variables and their
ranges are listed in Table 4.2, and the representations of the two DoEs used (Sec.4.2.2) are
in Fig.4.11. Thirty cases are generated by a Latin hypercube DoE, and 27 more by a full
factorial, resulting in a total of 57 tubercle configurations. In the following sections, results
in terms of shaft torque and AEP will be presented with a surrogate model generation
(Sec.4.2.5.2) to better capture performance trends in the design space considered.
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(a) U = 6 m/s (b) U = 8 m/s
(c) U = 10 m/s (d) U = 12 m/s
Figure 5.23: AEP vs z̄0 for mean wind speeds of 6, 8, 10, and 12 m/s.
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(a) U = 14 m/s (b) U = 16 m/s
(c) U = 18 m/s (d) U = 20 m/s
Figure 5.24: AEP vs z̄0 for mean wind speeds of 14, 16, 18, and 20 m/s.
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(a) Blade geometry example
(b) Detail of first tubercle (c) Detail of last tubercle
Figure 5.25: Geometry of first and last tubercle.
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5.4.1 Shaft Torque
The shaft torque of all 57 cases is represented in Fig.5.26 and Fig.5.27, where the same
trends found in Sec.5.2 and Sec.5.3 are evident. All the tested blades show a shaft torque
improvement in the off-design conditions (i.e., 20 m/s) since tubercles affect the span-
wise flow by blocking a portion of it and reducing the stall strength. Only a few tubercle
configurations exhibit also a peak torque at 10 m/s, and they correspond to blades with
tubercles placed closer to the tip (as shown in Sec.5.3). Due to the scattered appearance of
the collected data, a surrogate model has been created to better visualize the results across
the entire design space. Therefore, as described in Sec.4.2.5.2, the 57 cases simulated by
a CFD analysis are used as training points and five surrogate models are generated, depen-
ding on the wind speed considered (i.e., 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s). The goodness of fit
is evaluated in terms of R2 and NRMSE (Sec.4.2.5.2), and the corresponding values for
the five surrogate models are reported in Table 5.3. As described in Sec.4.2.5, R2 values
close to 1 and low NRMSE point out a good fit of the models. This result is also confirmed
by looking at the plots representing actual versus predicted values (Fig.5.28(a)) and resi-
dual versus predicted values (Fig.5.28(b)) for a representative wind speed of 10 m/s: they
show the DoE cases (black dots) uniformly distributed close to the perfect fit line (red line)
(Fig.5.28(a)), and in the residual versus predicted plot (Fig.5.28(b)), they are randomly
scattered without having a particular pattern.
At this point, it is possible to analyze more generally the effects of tubercles on the
NREL Phase VI blade aerodynamics and performance. Considering the same design varia-
ble ranges in Sec.5.4 and 50 points for each edge of the design space, the non-dimensional
torque difference (∆T ) (Sec.4.2.5.2) can be predicted for each point by using the generated
surrogate models. Moreover, by slicing the design space into five sections and plotting the
resulting values, it is possible to visualize the evolution of ∆T . Contour plots of the pre-
dicted torque variation (∆T pred) are represented in Fig.5.29 for different values of the wind
speed considered. These results confirm that the highest improvement in the shaft torque
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(a) Cases 1-5 (b) Cases 6-10
(c) Cases 11-15 (d) Cases 16-20
(e) Cases 21-25 (f) Cases 26-30
Figure 5.26: Torque comparison for the Latin hypercube DoE.122
(a) Cases 31-37 (b) Cases 38-44
(c) Cases 45-51 (d) Cases 52-57
Figure 5.27: Torque comparison for the full factorial DoE.
Table 5.3: R2 and NRMSE values of the five surrogate models with three design variables.







(a) Actual vs Predicted (b) Residual vs Predicted
Figure 5.28: Goodness of fit of the surrogate model considering 10 m/s of wind speed.
can be achieved in the off-design conditions (i.e., 20 m/s) (Fig.5.29(e)) when the blade is
fully stalled. Analyzing the plots in more detail in Fig.5.29, at 7 m/s the presence of tu-
bercles does not positively affect the shaft torque, which actually decreases when the span
coverage of tubercles goes beyond 50% and tubercle amplitude increases (Fig.5.29(a)). At
10 m/s (Fig.5.29(b)), the NREL Phase VI blade is on its design condition, showing a tor-
que enhancement of 10% only when tubercle coverage is less than 20% of the span, and
amplitude and wavelength fall in a defined area of the design space delimited by λ̄ between
0.03 and 0.06. Degradation in performace reappears at 13 m/s (Fig.5.29(c)), probably be-
cause the blade is in a transitional region between the design and off-design conditions.
Going beyond that wind speed and reaching 15 m/s (Fig.5.29(d)), again a region of tor-
que improvement is evident, which becomes more defined with movement toward 20 m/s
(Fig.5.29(e)) where the blade reaches the full stall condition. At this point, the positive
effects of tubercles are visible, since the shaft torque increases up to 30% when high values
of amplitude (between 0.03 and 0.05), wavelength within 0.02−0.04, and a span coverage
between 20% and 60% are considered. The shaft torque improvement trends at 10 and 20
m/s are apparent in the surface plots of ∆T pred in Fig.5.30 and Fig.5.31, respectively. Each
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curve represents the shaft torque trend on each “slice” of the design space visualized in
Fig.5.29(b) and Fig.5.29(e). These results confirm previous findings (Sec.5.3):
• in the off-design condition, tubercles are able to reach a high shaft torque impro-
vement (30%) when placed on the second half of the blade, which is considered the
most influential region in torque generation;
• at the design regime, it is reasonable to concentrate tubercles in a limited area close
to the blade tip because the blade is already designed to work optimally at 10 m/s,
therefore, significant changes in the geometry can cause negative effects on perfor-
mance;
• at the design condition, the spanwise flow does not exist and the only effect that
tubercles can have on the blade aerodynamics is related to the tip vortex interaction.
5.4.2 Annual Energy Production
Annual energy production results are represented in Fig.5.32, where the non-dimensional
AEP improvement (∆AEP) is plotted considering four different mean wind speeds: 8, 10,
16, and 20 m/s. In these plots, the size of the dots represents the magnitude of ∆AEP,
and the color indicates a positive (red) or a negative (black) value. Therefore, as the figure
shows, an AEP improvement has been achieved in a very limited area of the design space,
and as mentioned in Sec.5.2, the reason for that is related to both the specific wind turbine
considered in this work (i.e., NREL Phase VI) that has 10 m/s of wind speed as its design
condition, and the Reyleigh wind distribution used for the AEP calculation. AEP results
are reported in more detail in Appendix E.
It is important to understand in what area of the design space performance enhancement
can be achieved; in particular, shaft torque is the most important parameter to consider since
its values affect the computation of annual energy production (Sec.4.2.4). To visualize AEP
trends in the design space, the ∆T pred found in Sec.5.4.1 are used to calculate the predicted
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(a) 7 m/s (b) 10 m/s
(c) 13 m/s (d) 15 m/s
(e) 20 m/s











Figure 5.31: Surface plots of ∆T pred for a wind speed of 20 m/s at different sections of the
design space.
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(a) U = 8 m/s (b) U = 10 m/s
(c) U = 16 m/s (d) U = 20 m/s
Figure 5.32: ∆AEP results at four different mean wind speeds.
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(a) 8 m/s (b) 10 m/s
(c) 16 m/s (d) 20 m/s
Figure 5.33: Contour plots of ∆AEPpred calculated at different mean wind speeds.
∆AEP. Results are reported in contour plots (Fig.5.33), showing an AEP improvement for
all the mean wind speeds above 8 m/s when tubercles are placed only at the tip (span co-
verage around 5%). As explained in Sec.5.2, the NREL Phase VI wind turbine has a design
condition of 10 m/s, which unfortunately, corresponds to the peak of the wind probability
ditribution used for the AEP calculation (Fig.4.22). This means that shaft torque degrada-
tion, resulted at the design condition (i.e., 10 m/s) is more relevant than the improvement
in the off-design regime (i.e., 20 m/s) due to the Rayleigh wind probability distribution
(Fig.4.22) in the AEP calculation. Therefore, the positive effects of tubercles are limited in
the annual energy production for the specific NREL Phase VI wind turbine.
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5.5 Summary of the Results
Results in Sec.5.4 have been found using the NREL Phase VI blade as the baseline mo-
del, but they can be reasonably generalized by focusing the attention on tubercles’ physical
phenomena. Looking at the results in Sec.5.4.1 and considering the physical principles
driving tubercle effects (i.e., spanwise flow blockage and tip vortex effect), it is possible to
give insights into the application of tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades.
In particular, at the design condition (Fig.5.30), it has been discovered that tubercles have a
relevant effects in power production when placed only close to the tip. The reasons of that
are mainly two: first, the blade is already designed to optimally work at that wind speed,
therefore, a relevant change in the geometry could have negative performance effects; se-
cond, there is no spanwise flow characterizing the blade at the design condition, therefore,
the only effect that tubercles can have is linked to the interaction with the tip vortex.
In the off-design regime (Fig.5.31), tubercles always improve the wind turbine power
generated, but it is possible to limit their position from midspan to the blade tip since that is
the area providing more power production. Moreover, the blade is in a full stall condition
and the strong spanwise flow going from the root to the tip can be blocked by tubercles
(spanwise flow blockage effect), leading to stall strength reduction and aerodynamic per-
formance improvement.
Comparing tubercle effects in the design and off-design regimes, it is noticible how
leading edge bumps have more relevant effects when the blade is completely stalled due to
the combination of both the spanwise flow blockage effect and the tip vortex interaction.
Similar observations cannot be done for the annual energy production results because the
AEP is strictly related to the wind turbine considered, its design condition, and the wind




The present work intends to study the effects on performance of sinusoidal modifications
(i.e., tubercles) applied to the leading edge of wind turbine blades. Tubercles characte-
rize humpback whale flippers and provide aerodynamic advantages by generating counter-
rotating vortices that re-energize the boundary layer and delay flow separation. Since these
same positive effects have been found in wing application, this study considers the use
of tubercle technology also on wind turbine blades. In particular, the NREL Phase VI
blade has been chosen as the baseline model since several experimental data are availa-
ble in literature. The main objective of this work was to give insights into the application
of tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades such that performance enhance-
ment can be achieved. To reach this result, three sub-objectives have been formulated with
corresponding research questions and hypotheses.
6.1 Objectives and Results
The main research question of this work was:
What are the main aerodynamic effects of tubercles applied to wind turbine blades such
that it is possible to achieve performance enhancement?
To answer this question, the work has been divided into three phases leading to three sub-
objectives and the corresponding research questions and hypotheses.
Tubercles are characterized by two geometric parameters: amplitude and wavelength.
How those parameters affect wind turbine perfomance has not been discovered yet; there-
fore, the first sub-objective of this work was to analyze amplitude and wavelength influence
on shaft torque and annual energy production of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine. The re-
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search question related to this first sub-objective was:
How do amplitude and wavelength of tubercles affect wind turbine performance?
A preliminary hypothesis has been formulated:
Specific values – at least ranges – of amplitude and wavelength exist such that wind turbine
performance improvement can be reached.
To confirm or reject this hypothesis, an analysis of the effects of tubercle geometric pa-
rameters on wind turbine performance has been conducted. In particular, amplitude and
wavelength have been considered as two design variables for the generation of a two-
dimensional design of experiments able to identify 20 tubercle configurations to test by
a three-dimensional CFD analysis.
Results showed that all the tested blades demonstrate shaft torque improvement in the
off-design condition when the blade is fully stalled and the turbine typically becomes ineffi-
cient. To understand the reason for this positive result, a physical analysis of the phenome-
non has been conducted. Previous research identified that leading edge tubercles generate
counter-rotating vortices able to re-energize the boundary layer, leading to a flow separation
delay. In the physical analysis conducted in the present work, the generation of counter-
rotating vortices has been confirmed; moreover, two other main tubercle effects have been
identified: spanwise flow blockage and tip vortex effect. In the off-design regime, the blade
is fully stalled and a strong spanwise flow characterizes its surface; at this condition, vor-
tices generated by tubercles are able to block a portion of the spanwise flow, resulting in a
stall strength reduction. This effect is the main reason that blades with tubercles improve
the shaft torque at high wind speeds (i.e., off-design conditions). Another tubercle effect
on blade aerodynamics is the interaction with the tip vortex. It has been discovered that
depending on the geometry of the last tubercle (i.e., ending with a peak or a trough) and,
therefore, on the direction of the last counter-rotating vortex, the tip vortex strength can
increase or decrease its intensity. An in-depth analysis on this interaction is necessary to
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better understand the relationship between the last tubercle geometry and the tip vortex
strength.
As mentioned in Sec.2.5.6, tubercles are usually compared to vortex generators since
they generate counter-rotating vortices that help to delay flow separation. However, in
view of what has been found in this work, tubercles can be considered also similar to
boundary layer fences. As presented in Sec.2.5.4, boundary layer fences are small plates
that wrap the blade surface to prevent the creation of spanwise flow. According to the
observation outlined in Chapter 5, the counter-rotating vortices generated by tubercles act
like a wall, blocking a portion of the spanwise flow and leading to a reduction in stall
strength. Therefore, sinusoidal modifications placed at the leading edge of wind turbine
blades can be considered a mix between two flow control devices: vortex generators, since
they produce counter-rotating vortices, and boundary layer fences due to their effects on
spanwise flow.
From the first phase of the present work, it has been discovered that tubercles improve
shaft torque in off-design conditions as a result of the spanwise flow blockage effect. Ho-
wever, the same positive trend was not visible in the annual energy production, due to the
specific wind turbine (i.e., NREL Phase VI) considered in this work. Indeed, the NREL
Phase VI is designed to optimally work at 10 m/s of wind speed, which is a high wind
value in the real world. Therefore, since tubercles work better in off-design conditions, it is
necessary to reach very high wind speeds (i.e., 20 m/s) to see positive relevant effects, but
such high wind speed values are not common in the real life and for this reason, they are
penalized by the wind probability distribution function (i.e., Rayleigh) used for the AEP
calculation. This results in a negligible impact of the positive effects of tubercles in the
annual energy production calculation.
Recalling the hypothesis formulated for the first research question, Specific values –
at least ranges – of amplitude and wavelength exist such that wind turbine performance
improvement can be reached, it was possible to recognize the difficulties in identifying
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specific values of amplitude and wavelength that are able to improve wind turbine perfor-
mance. However, using surrogate models generated from the 20 DoE cases, it was possible
to identify a region in the design space where tubercles reach a power improvement up to
40%. This area is delimited by high values of amplitude (0.045−0.05) and low values of
wavelength (0.016−0.02) considering a wind speed of 20 m/s (i.e., the off-design condi-
tion).
In the second phase of the present work, an investigation of the effects of only tubercle
spanwise location has been conducted. As observed in previous studies (Sec.2.1), tubercles
on whale flippers are unevenly distributed, with a greater concentration close to the tip. For
this reason, it was interesting to analyze the performance of different tubercle configurati-
ons by changing the location of tubercles along the blade span and keeping fixed amplitude
and wavelength. The research question formulated for this second sub-objective was:
How does tubercle spanwise location affect wind turbine performance?
The resulting hypothesis was:
Tubercle spanwise location will have relevant effects in wind turbine power improvement;
in particular, tubercles located from midspan to the tip will have more positive effects since
the second half of the blade is the most influential in the energy production.
To verify this hypothesis, amplitude and wavelength have been considered fixed and only
tubercle spanwise location has been changed as a single design variable. The regular NREL
blade has been divided into six sections representing six spanwise locations, and the re-
sulting six blades have been simulated by a CFD software package. Five of six tubercle
configurations showed a shaft torque improvement in the off-design regime, while the blade
with tubercles only at the tip exhibited a positive peak torque at 10 m/s (i.e., the design
condition) and similar values to the regular blade at higher wind speeds. This result is likely
related to the fact that the NREL Phase VI is designed for a wind speed of 10 m/s, and the-
refore a relevant change in the geometry can cause detrimental performance, as seen in five
of the six tubercle configurations tested. On the other hand, placing sinusoidal modificati-
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ons just at the tip permits an increase to the shaft torque even at design condition, probably
because vortices generated by tubercles positively interact with the tip vortex. Based on
the hypothesis previously formulated, it is possible to confirm the importance of tubercle
spanwise location, and placing tubercles on the second half of the blade and, in particular,
close to the tip has more relevant positive effects in the power generation than covering the
entire blade span.
Once the importance of tubercle spanwise location has been discovered, the last phase
of the work consisted in the performance analysis of amplitude, wavelength, and tubercle
location together. The research question formulated to achieve this objective was:
What happens to turbine performance if amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise location are
considered as three design variables?
and the corresponding hypothesis:
Considering amplitude, wavelength, and spanwise location as three design variables, it
will be possible to identify a limited region in the design space where performance impro-
vements can be achieved.
To demonstrate this hypothesis, a three-dimensional hybrid DoE (i.e., Latin hypercube +
full factorial) has been used to generate 57 tubercle configurations. The single Latin hy-
percube was not able to sufficiently cover the areas of the design space close to the edges,
therefore, a full factorial with three points per dimension has been added. Results revealed
similar trends in shaft torque and AEP as those found in the first two phases of the study. A
relevant increase in torque was visible in the off-design condition for all the blades tested,
and only the geometries with tubercles just at the tip showed improvements also at 10 m/s.
CFD shaft torque results have been used as training points for surrogate model generation
to identify performance trends in the design space considered. In particular, the shaft torque
improvement has been evaluated by five surrogate models (one for each wind speed consi-
dered: 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s) using a third order polynomial equation. Contour plots
of the predicted shaft torque improvement showed an enhancement up to 10% at the design
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condition when tubercles were placed only close to the tip, while by increasing the wind
speed and reaching the off-design regime, a shaft torque increase up to 30% was reached
when tubercles were placed on the second half of the blade between 20% and 60% of the
blade span, and with values of non-dimensional amplitude between 0.03 and 0.05. From
the predicted values of shaft torque resulting from the surrogate models, it was possible
to calculate the annual energy production. Contour plots of non-dimensional AEP impro-
vement showed that to reach an AEP enhancement of about 10% for any mean wind speed
considered above 8 m/s, it was necessary to place tubercles only close to the tip. Unlike
what has been observed for the shaft torque, AEP results are strictly related to the NREL
Phase VI wind turbine that reaches the off-design condition at 20 m/s of wind speed, which
is considered a high value and is penalized by the Rayleigh probability distribution function
used in the AEP calculation.
Based on the results described above, it was possible to get insights into the application
of tubercles on the leading edge of wind turbine blades. In particular, it has been found
that tubercles have two main aerodynamic effects: they block a portion of the spanwise
flow when the blade is fully stalled (i.e, off-design condition), and affect the tip vortex
strength. These two physical phenomena have a positive impact in the wind turbine power
generation. At the design condition, the blade is characterized by an optimal geometry,
and therefore, a relevant change in the shape by placing tubercles could have negative
performance effects. For this reason, sinusoidal modifications must be placed in a limited
blade area close to the tip such that they are able to positively affect the tip vortex without
causing a significant change in the blade geometry. Moving toward the off-design regime,
tubercles at the tip are still beneficial, but when the blade reaches a complete stall, they
must be extended to the entire second half of the blade such that they can block a portion of
the spanwise flow, leading to a reduction in stall strength and a shaft torque enhancement.
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6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations
Research on tubercle application to wind turbine blades is very limited; therefore, the pre-
sent study focused on providing more information on this new type of flow control device
by giving physical decriptions of working principles and insights for wind turbine appli-
cations. The results obtained from the present study underline the important effects that
tubercles have in the blade aerodynamics, especially in off-design regime, when the blade
is fully stalled and the turbine is usually inefficient. Tubercles generate vortices able to
block a portion of the strong spanwise flow characterizing the blade, resulting in a re-
duction of the stall strength, in an increase in the operative wind speed range, and in a
power production improvement under difficult wind speed conditions. But wind turbines
work at the design condition for most of the time, therefore, it is important to analyze and
discuss also the positive effects that tubercles have when the blade works at design regime.
It has been noticed that placing tubercles only close to the blade tip results in a positive
peak in the power generation at the design wind condition due to their positive effects on
the tip vortex strength.
In conclusion, the application of tubercles on the leading edge of the NREL Phase VI
gives promising results in terms of power enhancement, but the question to ask is: why
should I use tubercles rather than other flow control devices in wind turbine application?
To answer this question, it is necessary to study more in-depth tubercles on wind turbine
blades, analyzing also other aspects neglected in this work as noise, vibration, aeroelasti-
city, manufacturing, and cost. Based on an aerodynamic point of view, tubercles have the
advantages of two of the flow control devices commonly used in wind turbine applications:
vortex generators and boundary layer fences. They are able to generate counter-rotating
vortices that affect the boundary layer and delay flow separation (similar to VGs), and at
the same time when the blade is fully stalled, these vortices can block a portion of the
spanwise flow (similar to boundary layer fences) leading to a stall strength reduction. An
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interesting study to conduct could be related to a comparison between these three flow
control devices focusing on different areas of interest (i.e., noise, vibration, aeroelasticity,
manufacturing, and cost) to have a global view on tubercle pros and cons with respect to
vortex generators and boundary layer fences.
The present work focused on the aerodynamic study and performance analysis of tu-
bercles applied to wind turbine blades, leading to:
• a better understanding of the effects of tubercle geometric parameters (i.e., amplitude
and wavelength) on wind turbine performance;
• an analysis of the influence of tubercle spanwise location by keeping fixed amplitude
and wavelength;
• a study on performance effects given by three design variables: amplitude, wave-
length, and tubercle spanwise location (or span coverage); and
• an analysis of physical phenomena behind the positive performance effects of tuber-
cles.
A methodology incorporated in a simulation framework has been also developed to simu-
late wind turbine blades with tubercles, and to analyze the aerodynamics and the perfor-
mance enhancement. The most difficult part of this work was related to the blade para-
metrization and the geometry generation. Due to several errors occurred when the CAD
geometry file was imported in Star-CCM+ for the mesh creation (incompatibility issues),
it has been decided to write a Matlab code for the generation of the STL geometry file.
The second problem to deal with during the present study was related to the mesh creation.
Due to the complexity of the blade geometries with tubercles, it was difficult to generate
a smooth mesh close to the leading edge; therefore, it was necessary to change the mesh
size values several times to achieve a satisfying result in terms of grid resolution required
by the three-dimensional CFD simulations.
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The present work is just a preliminary study on the application of tubercles on wind
turbine blades. Their effects can be analyzed more in-depth by considering other aspects
that have been neglected in this work. For example, an interesting study to conduct to
complete the present research consists in the performance analysis when tubercle amplitude
and wavelength are considered as a function of the spanwise location. It is well known that
flow conditions over a wind turbine blade vary when moving from root to tip; therefore, the
simplified assumption adopted in the present work to consider constant values of amplitude
and wavelength along the blade span can be removed to analyze their variation effect on
performance.
Another interesting aspect to investigate more in-depth is tubercle effect on tip vortex.
In particular, as discovered in this research, the last tubercle geometry seems to influence
the tip vortex strength. Depending if tubercles end with a peak or a trough, the direction
of the resulting last counter-rotating vortex can affect differently the tip vortex strength.
Therefore, a suggestion for future works is to compare the vorticity at the blade tip for
different tubercle configurations that have the same amplitude and wavelength but that end
differently (i.e., with a peak or a trough). From that analysis, it will be possible to study
the interaction between the last counter-rotating vortex and the tip vortex.
Another extension of the present study could be to implement transient CFD simula-
tions, such as detached eddy simulations (DES). They will be better able to capture the
turbulent flow, leading to more accurate aerodynamic results; unfortunately, they will in-
crease the computational time typically by 5 to 10 times.
Finally, the study of tubercles applied to wind turbine blades can be extended to other
research areas than aerodynamics such as structures, aeroelasticity, and noise reduction.
Based on the results from previous research and the present work, it is difficult to draw
conclusions about the impact that tubercles can have on the actual wind turbine market.
There are a lot of missing aspects in the study on the positive effects that tubercles can
have in wind turbine performance. For example, it could be interesting to analyze their
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effects in modern multi-megawatt wind turbines (e.g., 2 MW and rotor diameter greater
than 60 m) by conducting CFD analysis and wind tunnel tests. In case a pitch-regulated
wind turbine is considered, it would be necessary to include some changes in the blade
parametrization and tubercle implementation, thereby coupling the effects of both pitch
control and tubercle technology as power control mechanisms. Finally, it is important also
to analyze advantages and disadvantages of tubercles in the manufacturing process, and
analyze their effects in other research areas as noise and vibrations, which are other two
important problems to solve for wind turbines. By extending tubercle research, it will be
possible to have a general view of their pros and cons in wind turbine application, resulting





TWO DESIGN VARIABLE DOE
The following table lists the non-dimensional amplitude and non-dimensional wavelength
values of the 20 tubercle configurations generated by the two-dimensional DoE.

























ONE DESIGN VARIABLE DOE
The following table lists the non-dimensional starting spanwise location values of the 6
tubercle configurations generated by the one-dimensional DoE.










THREE DESIGN VARIABLE DOE
The following table lists the non-dimensional amplitude, non-dimensional wavelength,
and number of tubercle peaks of the 57 tubercle configurations generated by the three-
dimensional DoE.
Table C.1: Three-dimensional DoE tubercle configurations.
Case Ā λ̄ Npeaks
1 0.0133 0.0555 1
2 0.0404 0.0584 8
3 0.0392 0.0216 25
4 0.0255 0.0674 6
5 0.0212 0.0316 18
6 0.0329 0.0542 12
7 0.0162 0.0195 3
8 0.0369 0.0233 30
9 0.0263 0.0693 8
10 0.0102 0.0334 15
11 0.0171 0.0606 10
12 0.0240 0.0400 5
13 0.0183 0.0362 2
14 0.0146 0.0473 15
15 0.0325 0.0526 3
16 0.0407 0.0748 7
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17 0.0292 0.0292 16
18 0.0496 0.0510 13
19 0.0283 0.0645 4
20 0.0433 0.0492 3
21 0.0426 0.0344 9
22 0.0466 0.0390 16
23 0.0454 0.0435 9
24 0.0349 0.0623 4
25 0.0233 0.0657 11
26 0.0121 0.0266 15
27 0.0361 0.0438 4
28 0.0197 0.0719 5
29 0.0313 0.0256 11
30 0.0477 0.0163 13
31 0.0100 0.0160 1
32 0.0300 0.0160 1
33 0.0500 0.0160 1
34 0.0100 0.0455 1
35 0.0300 0.0455 1
36 0.0500 0.0455 1
37 0.0100 0.0750 1
38 0.0300 0.0750 1
39 0.0500 0.0750 1
40 0.0100 0.0160 24
41 0.0300 0.0160 24
42 0.0500 0.0160 24
43 0.0100 0.0455 9
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44 0.0300 0.0455 9
45 0.0500 0.0455 9
46 0.0100 0.0750 6
47 0.0300 0.0750 6
48 0.0500 0.0750 6
49 0.0100 0.0160 47
50 0.0300 0.0160 47
51 0.0500 0.0160 47
52 0.0100 0.0455 16
53 0.0300 0.0455 16
54 0.0500 0.0455 16
55 0.0100 0.0750 10
56 0.0300 0.0750 10
57 0.0500 0.0750 10
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APPENDIX D
AEP RESULTS OF TWO DESIGN VARIABLE DOE
The following table lists the values of the design variables and the AEP results considering
four mean wind speeds of the 20 tubercle configurations generated by the two-dimensional
DoE.
Table D.1: ∆AEP for different mean wind speeds
Case Ā λ̄
U
8 m/s 10 m/s 16 m/s 20 m/s
1 0.0390 0.0724 -0.2024 -0.2022 -0.1811 -0.1728
2 0.0200 0.0700 -0.0882 -0.0924 -0.0858 -0.0822
3 0.0272 0.0521 -0.1904 -0.1843 -0.1537 -0.1428
4 0.0343 0.0641 -0.1788 -0.1754 -0.1508 -0.1415
5 0.0147 0.0591 -0.0812 -0.0798 -0.0650 -0.0593
6 0.0301 0.0673 -0.1621 -0.1590 -0.1381 -0.1305
7 0.0144 0.0191 -0.1707 -0.1730 -0.1549 -0.1470
8 0.0332 0.0486 -0.2231 -0.2205 -0.1917 -0.1807
9 0.0184 0.0364 -0.1674 -0.1685 -0.1487 -0.1405
10 0.0242 0.0191 -0.2569 -0.2469 -0.2015 -0.1853
11 0.0447 0.0628 -0.2477 -0.2316 -0.1818 -0.1654
12 0.0300 0.0350 -0.2276 -0.2169 -0.1760 -0.1619
13 0.0374 0.0238 -0.3165 -0.2989 -0.2378 -0.2170
14 0.0215 0.0443 -0.1467 -0.1415 -0.1143 -0.1046
15 0.0415 0.0319 -0.3044 -0.2813 -0.2137 -0.1915
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16 0.0226 0.0288 -0.2002 -0.1880 -0.1435 -0.1282
17 0.0294 0.0565 -0.1907 -0.1891 -0.1668 -0.1582
18 0.0450 0.0470 -0.3129 -0.2939 -0.2352 -0.2159
19 0.0423 0.0716 -0.2074 -0.2022 -0.1708 -0.1594
20 0.0468 0.0247 -0.3631 -0.3433 -0.2762 -0.2534
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APPENDIX E
AEP RESULTS FOR THREE DESIGN VARIABLE DOE
The following table lists the values of the design variables and the AEP results considering
four mean wind speeds of the 57 tubercle configurations generated by the three-dimensional
DoE.
Table E.1: ∆AEP for different mean wind speeds of the three
design variable DoE
Case Ā λ̄ Npeaks z̄tub
U
8 m/s 10 m/s 16 m/s 20 m/s
1 0.0133 0.0555 1 0.0370 0.0167 0.0258 0.0374 0.0400
2 0.0404 0.0584 8 0.5838 -0.2516 -0.2302 -0.1656 -0.1442
3 0.0392 0.0216 25 0.7049 -0.3141 -0.3080 -0.2659 -0.2502
4 0.0255 0.0674 6 0.4944 -0.1344 -0.1267 -0.0968 -0.0865
5 0.0212 0.0316 18 0.7383 -0.1967 -0.1926 -0.1618 -0.1503
6 0.0329 0.0542 12 0.8305 -0.2308 -0.2201 -0.1797 -0.1660
7 0.0162 0.0195 3 0.0650 -0.0104 -0.0141 -0.0182 -0.0190
8 0.0369 0.0233 30 0.9182 -0.3003 -0.2835 -0.2269 -0.2077
9 0.0263 0.0693 8 0.6928 -0.1224 -0.1233 -0.1121 -0.1075
10 0.0102 0.0334 15 0.6451 -0.0892 -0.0895 -0.0723 -0.0650
11 0.0171 0.0606 10 0.7679 -0.0776 -0.0853 -0.0882 -0.0877
12 0.0240 0.0400 5 0.2398 -0.0798 -0.0827 -0.0667 -0.0591
13 0.0183 0.0362 2 0.0724 0.0021 0.0048 0.0087 0.0097
14 0.0146 0.0473 15 0.9150 -0.0902 -0.0883 -0.0727 -0.0670
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15 0.0325 0.0526 3 0.1753 0.0012 -0.0247 -0.0541 -0.0596
16 0.0407 0.0748 7 0.6484 -0.1835 -0.1720 -0.1308 -0.1167
17 0.0292 0.0292 16 0.6032 -0.2415 -0.2254 -0.1717 -0.1535
18 0.0496 0.0510 13 0.8496 -0.3087 -0.2944 -0.2429 -0.2253
19 0.0283 0.0645 4 0.3008 0.0122 -0.0044 -0.0193 -0.0210
20 0.0433 0.0492 3 0.1639 -0.1399 -0.1454 -0.1347 -0.1291
21 0.0426 0.0344 9 0.3896 -0.1895 -0.1881 -0.1558 -0.1427
22 0.0466 0.0390 16 0.8062 -0.3130 -0.2922 -0.2286 -0.2075
23 0.0454 0.0435 9 0.4925 -0.3106 -0.2910 -0.2251 -0.2029
24 0.0349 0.0623 4 0.2907 -0.0800 -0.0863 -0.0734 -0.0663
25 0.0233 0.0657 11 0.9197 -0.1352 -0.1329 -0.1140 -0.1071
26 0.0121 0.0266 15 0.5136 -0.1118 -0.1000 -0.0586 -0.0442
27 0.0361 0.0438 4 0.2044 -0.1669 -0.1768 -0.1695 -0.1642
28 0.0197 0.0719 5 0.4312 -0.0517 -0.0457 -0.0237 -0.0162
29 0.0313 0.0256 11 0.3583 -0.2422 -0.2316 -0.1837 -0.1667
30 0.0477 0.0163 13 0.2711 -0.2581 -0.2682 -0.2601 -0.2547
31 0.0100 0.0160 1 0.0107 0.0033 0.0041 0.0021 0.0010
32 0.0300 0.0160 1 0.0107 0.0012 0.0051 0.0121 0.0141
33 0.0500 0.0160 1 0.0107 -0.0031 -0.0012 0.0035 0.0049
34 0.0100 0.0455 1 0.0303 0.0910 0.0853 0.0720 0.0683
35 0.0300 0.0455 1 0.0303 0.0042 0.0084 0.0123 0.0128
36 0.0500 0.0455 1 0.0303 0.0870 0.0784 0.0589 0.0531
37 0.0100 0.0750 1 0.0500 -0.0056 -0.0072 -0.0084 -0.0085
38 0.0300 0.0750 1 0.0500 -1.5824e-4 0.0021 0.0057 0.0067
39 0.0500 0.0750 1 0.0500 -0.0113 -0.0182 -0.0289 -0.0315
40 0.0100 0.0160 24 0.5013 -0.1179 -0.1040 -0.0615 -0.0472
41 0.0300 0.0160 24 0.5013 -0.2253 -0.2259 -0.1956 -0.1830
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42 0.0500 0.0160 24 0.5013 -0.3681 -0.3611 -0.3155 -0.2988
43 0.0100 0.0455 9 0.5157 -0.0512 -0.0564 -0.0568 -0.0559
44 0.0300 0.0455 9 0.5157 -0.2097 -0.1878 -0.1242 -0.1033
45 0.0500 0.0455 9 0.5157 -0.3167 -0.2950 -0.2244 -0.2007
46 0.0100 0.0750 6 0.5500 -0.0117 -0.0042 0.0057 0.0078
47 0.0300 0.0750 6 0.5500 -0.1211 -0.1063 -0.0619 -0.0470
48 0.0500 0.0750 6 0.5500 -0.2460 -0.2272 -0.1661 -0.1455
49 0.0100 0.0160 47 0.9920 -0.1433 -0.1404 -0.1143 -0.1043
50 0.0300 0.0160 47 0.9920 -0.3228 -0.3152 -0.2696 -0.2528
51 0.0500 0.0160 47 0.9920 -0.4285 -0.4221 -0.3763 -0.3593
52 0.0100 0.0455 16 0.9403 -0.0576 -0.0580 -0.0486 -0.0448
53 0.0300 0.0455 16 0.9403 -0.2185 -0.2093 -0.1710 -0.1578
54 0.0500 0.0455 16 0.9403 -0.3295 -0.3059 -0.2391 -0.2174
55 0.0100 0.0750 10 0.9500 -0.0062 -0.0061 -0.0053 -0.0049
56 0.0300 0.0750 10 0.9500 -0.1289 -0.1287 -0.1133 -0.1072
57 0.0500 0.0750 10 0.9500 -0.2157 -0.2042 -0.1626 -0.1484
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